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Mostly clear

Tonight, mostly clear. Low in
the mid 30s. Light wind.
Tuesday. mostly sunny and
mild. High in the upper 50s.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unprecedented language inserted in
the 1988-90 budget act could temporarily stall Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's controversial efforts to bring
900 prisoners into the state prison
system from local jails.
Sen. Michael R. Moloney said he
inserted a section into the budget
bill during the 1988 legislative session that "put some strings on"
the governor's ability to move
money from one area to another.
That section stipulates that no
money appropriated in the budget

'may be expended for any purpose
not specifically authorized by the
General Assembly.''
It further states that money
appropriated in the budget bill cannot -be transferred to any cabinet,
department, board, commission,
institution or agency of state government unless specifically authorized by the General Assembly."
The state Supreme Court ordered
the Corrections Cabinet last fall to
accept about 900 state prisoners
now in local jails. In response.
Corrections Secretary John T. Wig-

ginton recommended a S60 milHon
package of prison expansion and
construction over the next four
years.
Wilkinson is considering that
plan. which calls for spending up
to S8.6 million for immediate
renovations.
But Moloney, chairman
Senate Appropriations and Re‘,cria.
Committee, said Friday the goxernor cannot act alOne.
''If they're going to use appropriated funds. they can't use them
without the approval of the Genera!
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KABUL, Afghanistan — U.S. diplomats lowered the Stars and
Stripes and closed their mission in embattled Kabul today as departing
Soviet troops headdd north in what one-Moscow envoy said could be
the last truck convoy home.
NEW YORK — Americans favor tough new anti-terrorist measures,
including military strikes, to combat attacks against international
flights, hut most say poor airplane maintenance is a greater threat, a
,
poll has found.
FAIRBANKS, Alaska — A C-130 crashed into a snowbank and
split in two during a landing in a thick, icy fog, killing at least seven
Canadian soldiers heading to the massive Brim Frost '89 exercises,
U.S. officials said.
TAY NINII, Vietnam — Former Viet Cong fighters carried legless
comrades on their hacks and led the blind to welcome American enemies who returned in peace long after the terrible war.
MOSCOW -- At the height of the Cuban missile' crisis, Fidel
Castro was convinced a U.S. invasion was imminent and urgently
asked Soviet leader Nikita S. Khrushchcv to launch an immediate
nuclear strike against the United States, a key Soviet source reportedly
told some American colleagues.
WAS11/NGTON — For 12 years, George Bush dreamed and worked to reach the heights of his chosen profession. Now he is there and,
like many others who go from being No. 2 to being No. I. he sometimes finds himself ill at ease.

STATE
LEXINGTON — The threat of vandalism and destruction from violent animal rights groups is minimized at the University of Kentucky's
new animal research center.
FRANKFORT -- If Kentucky loses a seat in Congress as a result
of the 1990 census. it would set the stage for playing out any number
of tantalizing political dramas.
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS — Northern Kentucky University will
begin offering Japanese studies as a minor field in the ,fall semester.

SPORTS
BEREA, Ohio — Bud Carson, defensive coordinator of the New
York Jets, is named head coach of the Cleveland Browns, succeeding
Marty Schottenheimer.
MELBOURNE, Australia — Czech stars Ivan Lendl and Miloslav
Mecir overcame sizzling heat and underdog opponents in reaching the
men's singles final in the Australian Open tennis championships.
NEW YORK — Baseball's controversial balk rule, which resulted
in a record 924 balks last year, is being scrapped for the 1989 season.
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Local store
the site of
robbery on
Saturday
By DAN LOUD?
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Murray Police Department officials are investigating a first
degree robbery of Village, Convienence at the corner of 9th and
Sycamore Saturday afternoon.
According to a report from
Detective Charles Peeler, a black
male, 5-foot-6, 130 pounds, entered
the store around 4 p.m. and pulled
a knife on an employee and two
customers. The subject took money
out of the cash register and forced
the two customers to empty their
purses onto the counter, where he
took a small amount of money
from one customer. He then physically forced the employee and customers into a back room and fled
the store. No further information is
available at this time.
In an unrelated story, six cartons
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Above is Village Convienence at 9th and Sycamore. The store was robbed s;aturday around 4 p.m
',tiff photo 51,
ing to a report from the Murray Police Department.
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Majority oppose pay raises for Congressmen
LOUISVILLE, Ky, (AP) — The
expected 50 percent pay raises for
members of Congress that will
boost their annual salaries from
S89,500 to S135,000 are not popular with most Kentuckians, according to the Bluegrass State Poll.
The poll found that 88 percent of
808 Kentucky adults surveyed were
against the increases, which will

take effect automatically unless
both houses of Congress reject
them by Feb. 9. That is not
expected to happen.
The poll was published in a
copyright story in today's editions
of The Courier-Journal.
Eight percent of those surveyed
by the newspaper between Jan.
17-23 said they supported the

raises, and the rest had
When asked if they would ,L,p
port the raises if members ()I Congress were prohibited t-rom earning
extra money through speech giving. 20 percent of the Kentu:kians questioned said they would
Many representatives and senators
are paid to speak to ,,poc;a1-interest
groups and others.
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McConnell says he expects
Wilkinson to oppose him

LONDON (AP) — The dollar
rose against most major currencies in moderate European trading today, as the market's trend
toward a stronger dollar was
checked by fears of central bank
intervention.
Gold prices were lower.
"The market is rather directionless," said a dealer at a
major bank in Frankfurt, West
Germany.
Traders suggested the market
is in a holding pattern until the
Group of Seven meeting in
Washington Friday.
Gov. Wilkinson
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McConnell tk)i The CouricrJournal in an interview last week
tat primary opposition irom Hack
er would soften him up or the gen
eral election. The senator said
Hacker's. opposition could corce
him to spend campaign funds ;ha:
otherwise would he used apirlsI
We Democratic nominee and would
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to tall 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.
•

nation in order
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It's now the state law: let the sun shine in

24
Comics.

Sen. McConnell

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) ----Coy.
Wallace Wilkinson and his chici
political adviser both deny he is
interested in running against Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell in
1990, hut McConnell says he
thinks a hid for his seat is in the
governor's master plan.
Wilkinson termed as "silly
stuff" McConnell's theory that the
governor is • recruiting Lexington
broadcaster Ralph Hacker --Republican — to run for the nomi-

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. — You had
six months' Warning; naw the law
is clear — driving in the shade is
no longer acceptable. Let the sun
shine in. .
Last year, the General Assentbly
granted the request of the state
police and enacted a law restricting
the amount of tinting that may
exist on vehicle windows.
Police officers, who spend much

of their time on the outside of vehicles looking in, wanted a better
view, said Kentucky State Police
Capt. John Lile.
"From our standpoint, our officers were concerned about the very
dark Lint, fir them aptiroaching the
vehicle," Mid Lile, public affairs
officer for the state police.
General traffic safety was also a
concern.
"When you drive, you depend
on seeing the other driver," Lile

said.
The law took elfect in July 1988,
but a six-month grace period was
observed to let vehicle owners
brighten up things. The harsh glare
of enforcement began earlier this
month. but officers are still not
actively looking for the whites of
drivers' eyes.
''We're still encouraging individuals to go hack to the dealer and
make sure they are in com
pliance,' Lile said.

Shops that specialize in window
tinting have been doing a brisk
business replacing the outlaw film.
"It's sort of a situation where an
officer sees it and it looks blatant,
he's going to stop it and check It
out," said Sgt.' Carl Yates of he
Louisville Police Department. "Nk
are not cracking down on it hut
unlike 311 the past. hc's not.going to
overlook it now."
(Cont'd on page 2)
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McConnell...
(Cont'd from page I)
"bloody me up" with attacks during a primary.
Hacker said he has grown more
interested in the race in the past
few months, but called McConnell's theory "absolute folly" and
said he has never discussed the
Senate race with his friend the
governor.
Hacker. Aho was chairman of
Republicans for Wilkinson in 1987,
said he would stay in the race even
if both he and the governor got
their parties' nominations.
The governor said that he and
Hacker had discussed his friend's
possible candidacy only "in a frivolous manner" after Hacker's
interest became public . in late
August.
"I have no real idea whether or
not he is serious about becoming a
candidate." Wilkinson said.
"Ralph Hacker is well-known and
well-liked, and should he decide to
be a candidate, 1 think he'll be a
formidable candidate and a credible
candidate...
Jefferson County Judge Harvey
Sloane, the only Democrat actively

A FowlOF
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98,790 pounds
of dark fired
tobacco sold
by markets
Murray markets sold at total of
98,790 pounds of dark fire-cured
tobacco at an average price of
S178.97 per hundred pounds as
sales opened last week, according
to reports from the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
_ The Murray ,floors so14. 98,216
pounds, with just 574 pounds
(.058 percent) of the tobacco going
under loan in the association pool.
The pool tobacco averaged
S1.49.77 for a total of S859.68.
Nlayfield's dark-fired market
opened last week with total sales of
S249,136 pounds at an average of
S159.91, with 8.09 percent of the
tobacco going to the association
pool. Pool tobacco in Mayfield
averaged S128.14.
Association General Manager
Will Ed Clark said many of the farmers sold their fire-cured tobacco
at the barn door for S2.20 a pound.
"The farmers who sold in country were fairly satisfied, but
some of them who went to market
were hoping for higher prices."
Clark said.
He added that the market prices
for fire-cured_ tobacco had been
running consistently higher than
last year's, due largely' to increased
interest from the tobacco companies after a 40-percent reduction in
production quotas for the farmers
'two years ago.
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Pat Armstrong

Three Century 21 agents exceed mark
of $1 million in sales at local office
EDITOR'S !VOTE — Due to
an error of the news department,
the following stor) ran with an
incorrect headline and columns
of copy were switched on the
Ledger & Times business page
Jan. 28. The Ledger regrets the
error and presents it in the corrected form.

Majority...

The year 1988 revealed three
more agents going over SI million
in sales at Century' 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors -- Marie Hicks, Dian Boyd
and Pat Armstrong.
A former million dollar producer
in past years, Hicks continues to
break her own record. Hicks, who
enjoy's travel, took an extended trip
to Canada and the West and still
managed to be a million dollar producer in her abbreviated work year.
Boyd. in her very first full year
at Century 21, made several sellers
and purchasers very' happy' in addition to being a million dollar
producer.

Pat Armstrong became associated with Century' 21 in April,
1988, and was able to be a million
dollar producer in just eight
months.
Hicks, Boyd and Armstrong join
the others who were multi-million
dollar producers at Century, 21 in
1988.
"We are excited and very
pleased to have such talented and
educated agents in our office,- said broker Loretta Jobs. "They work
long hours and continue to educate
themselves to the market so they
can be of better service to their
clients."

(Cont'd from page I)
left office and are to be included in
the fiscal 1990 budget.
Only' one member of Kentucky's
congressional delegation — Rep.
Romano Mazzoli. D-3rd District —
has expressed support for the pay
raise.
(Coni'd from page I)
Niazzoli said earlier this month
Specifically, the law requires the
that he thought the 50 percent raise
following:
is "in the ballpark- and that it is
—On the front windshield, no
needed to attract hard-working.
tinting
material may,' be used except
from page 1)
dedicated people to government.
for
a
strip
across the top.
tional provision for emergency' "You're going to have to do some—On
windows, tint must
side
thing
that
allows them to pay the
power would be superior to a staKentucky Public Service Comallow at least 35 percent of sunhills,' Matzoh said.
tutory provision."
mission Chairman George Edward
light
to
pass
through.
He rejected the argument of conRep. Joe Clarke, chairman of thc
Overbey, was recently' appointed to
—Rear-window tinting must
House Appropriations and Reventic
sumer advocate Ralph Nader that
Committee on Energy Conserthe
allow
18 percent of sunlight to pass
Committee, said the governor
the raises would produce a
vation
of the National Association
emergency power may' need testing
"maharajah Congress." out of through. Regulatory'
Utility' Commissionof
Opaque material can be used on
in this case.
touch with most taxpayers.
Associa.tion presi(NARUC)
by
ers
the
rear
windows
of
vehicles
that
"I've always had a concerr
The median household income in
dent
G.
Henry
Younce.
about the so-called emergency
Kentucky in 1988 was S20,575, have outside rear-view mirrors on
Established in 1984. the commitpowers if all you had to do aboui
according to estimates by Sales'& both sides of the driver.
Generally, the restrictions do not tee helps formulate policy' for the
something was to call it ar
Marketing Management magazine.
apply to materials placed on the NARUC and aids state regulatory
emergency," said Clarke. D. which uses U.S. Census data.
Danville. "We've had a problem
Other members of Kentucky's vehicle by the manufacturer. Any commissioners in developing enerwith prison crowding for quitc congressional delegation have indi- installer of tinting material is now' gy conservation and least-cost
some time."
cated they wouldn't vote for the required to place a label on the energy planning initiatives.
Hable said legislators would cer- raises — except for Chris Perkins. vehicle that the addition meets
Founded in 1889, NARUC is a
tainly be involved in any long-term
D-71h District, who hasn't taken a state standards.
quasi-governmental
non-profit
Included in the- same law is a
solutions to the prison crisis, but
public position on the issue.
organization whose members
provision
that
specifically
allows
a
the immediate steps proposed by
"I don't know what his position
include regulatory' bodies of all
Wigginton have generated the most is," Lorna Schmidt, Perkins' press sticker depicting an American flag
states. NARUC is designed to serve
to
be
placed
on
the corner of a rear
controversy.
secretary, said Thursday'. "I
the public interest by seeking to
window provided the sticker is no
haven't been able to talk to him
improve
the quality and effectiveabout it in the past couple of larger than 5 inches by 8 inches. ness of government regulation of
State
police
troopers
have
a
weeks.carrier and utilities.
Congress received a pay increase small template they' can use to
Overbey began as chairman of
of 15.6 percent in 1987. At that compare a vehicle's tinting with
the Kentucky Public Service Comwhat the law requires. Violators are
time. a national Gallup survey
mission in December 1988. Prior,to
subject to a fine of up to S100.
showed 76 percent opposed the
According to spokesmen for the raises.
his chairmanship, he was a practicEnforcement may' be spotty,
Calloway County School System
ing attorney in Murray.
however, because the templates are
Recent news stories on benefits
and the Murray Independent School that
not
widespread.
State
police
have
members of Congress receive
System, both are reporting a sub- may
have solidified opposition to given local agencies the address of
stantial decrease today in the num- the pay raise.
a distributor in Washington.
The benefits include
ber of Type B flu -related free
Lexington police have such
medical and dental plans. free
absentees.
templates but are not actively' puruse of several Washington -area
Calloway County cited a 93 per- hospitals and
(Cont'd from page 1)
suing violators.
free parking and
cent attendance today and the Mur- health-club
"Normally., it's incidental to
use.
of cigarettes were taken Sunday
ray City Schools reported a 91 perMany Kentuckians polled volun- something else,- said Lt. Billy
morning from Nlinit Mart on U.S.
cent attendance.
Burton of the metropolitan police.
teered the information that they
North, according to a report
641
Both spokesmen. expressed' hope
would be more inclined to support "We're not out just looking for
from Detective Rick Latimer.
that the high number of flu-related
darkened
windows.a raise if the one being considered
According to the report, around
absentees were over.
Fewer than 10 citations have
weren't so high.
2
a.m.,
two black males entered the
been
written.
but Lexington police
Support for the raise was highest
While
store.
one distracted the
have been fairly' busy gazing
in the Bluegrass region (15 peremployee
on
duty,
the other went
through the looking glass.
cent) and higher in urban areas (12
to the back and brought out six carMobil
Seven
"An
awful
lot
of
people
are
percent) than in rural ones (7
tons of cigarettes. Latimer said the
Travel
flagging our units down" asking if
percent).
Seas
charge
would be theft by unlawful
Guide
their windows meet the guidelines,
The poll's margin of error of 3.5
taking under SI00. Both incidents
Burton
said.
"We're
doing
a
lot
of
Restaurant
percent means that, in theory', in 19
are under investigation.
courtesy' inspections."
of 20 cases the poll results would
differ by no more than 3.5 percentage points from the results that
Hwy. 641 N. Murray
would have been obtained by quesOpen 4 p.m. Daily
Read the want ads daily
tioning all Keniucky adults who
Closed Sunday's
have phones.

It's the law...

Powers...
(Cont'd

Quality Dry Cleaning & Shirt Laundering
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preparing a campaign for McConnell's seat, said he does not expect
Wilkinson to run.
Sloane said that "Mitch has just
got to mess in the Democratic
primary because he knows if he has
a reasonable Democrat against him
he's going to get whipped."
Wilkinson's chief political adviser, Frankfort lawyer Danny Briscoe, said the governor has "no
interest whatsoever" in being senator and that his wife, Martha Wilkinson, "is not going to move to
Washington. I don't think there's
any shot of that."
McConnell said he is not convinced by' such talk. "I now
believe my opponent's likely to be
the governor," he said.
"You have to watch what the
governor does and not what he
say's. ... If he doesn't endorse
Sloane, which I think is pretty
unlikely, and doesn't endorse anybody against Sloane, and Hacker
gets into the race. then I think it's
pretty' clear that Wilkinson will
file."
Hacker has never sought public
office but is widely known as
Cawood Lcdford's radio sidekick
oh the University of Kentucky
basketball and football network.
Hacker said that if he became a
candidate, he would have to give
up that job and any other broadcast
appearances. Otherwise, he said.
McConnell would be entitled to
equal time under federal law.
Hacker .said he would not make
up his mind about the race until
after the basketball season and is
interested in it because McConnell
'hasn't done anything, to my'
knowledge, that helps the state of
Kentucky."
McConnell declined to respond,
except to say that Hacker "sounds
like a candidate to me.-

PSC Chairman
Overbey gets
appointment
to NARUC spot

Schools back
in session with
absentees down

Robbery...
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We are proud to
be included in
the 1989 Mobil
Travel Guide.

OUT OF BUSINESS
In December a favorite Murray restaurant closed, its doors.
Some might have enjoyed a beer with their pizza there. but the

Try Our Specialty:
Thin-Cut Tenderloin of
Farm Raised Catfish

Entire Line of Perms Reduced 33%
Now thru Feb. 14th
Now 2345 to 3900

The Styling Salon at
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
For An Appointment
JCPtonn•y Compsny. Inc

44%

$5.95
"All you can eat"
Seafood Buffet
Every Fri. & Sat.
• Served 5-8 p.m.
.

even Se
4:;:r

JCPenney
Chestnut HIlls•Murray
Salon Mon -Fri 9-8
Hours Saturday 9-8
Sunday 1-5

753-4141
•

•

community voted against that choice. Then in January. a
second Murray Restaurant, noted for its fine cuisine, closed it's
doors. Many of its patrons might have enjoyed a glass of fine
wine with their dinner but alas. Murray's DRY status made this
illegal.
The revenues provided by the legal sale of alcohol in these
establishments might well have kept them in business. Now we
have all lost some jobs and some choice when eating out.
Think about it next time.

Committee For A Progressive Murray
The best is yet to come.
•
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Real view ofathletes and college:it's a business deal
It seems to me that there is a simple
solution to the controversy about letting
athletes go to college, even though they can
barely read and write.
Obviously, they haven't been recruited by
these universities because there is any
chance they will become Rhodes scholars
or Nobel prize scientists.
They are in demand because they can
dribble a ball behind their backs, slam
dunk, leap over a hulking lineman, catch a
long pass or perform other physical feats
that thrill American sports fans. .
Despite what some academic purists may
say, these are valuable skills. Sports fans
spend hundreds of millions of dollars a
year to watch a 7-footer drop a ball through
a hoop or a 300-pounder terrorize quarterbacks. They fill the schools' gymnasiums,
the stadiums, and bring in the big TV
contracts.
So they don't read too good. Has a
scalper ever charged $50 for a seat in the
library?
The universities use the money the athletes generate to finance golf teams, tennis
teams, soccer teams, volleyball and other
sports programs fans wouldn't spend a
nickel to see.

It's a business deal, pure and simple.
But it's an unfair deal because the athletes
aren't properly compensated.
As the critics point out, after four years,
many of the athletes have little to show for
their efforts. They don't earn degrees and
they haven't made it to pro sports where
the real money is.
But is that any reason to keep them out
of college? Of course not. The solution is to
be realistic and fair.
The first step would be to admit the
obvious: that these under-educated athletes
aren't students. They are employees. Their
jobs are to entertain the sports fans, to fill
the seats and bring in the big-money TV
contracts.
The fans know it, the alumni know it, as
do the TV announcers, the sports writers
and the athletes. So why do we pretend it
isn't so?
Once we stop pretending, we can establish a system that is fair.
When an academically hopeless student
is recruited, he should be paid a fair
salary, based on how big a box office draw
he is. After all, many of the coaches are
the highest-paid members of the faculty. If
they can make big bucks by sending some

Royko
Says
By
ikP ROVI(0

kid on the field to get his knee torn up, why
shouldn't the kid turn a profit?
One of the big complaints about the
present sports program is that many of
these lads finish their college careers, fail
as professional athletes, don't get educations, and have nothing to show for their
four years.
There's a solution for that problem — a
good payroll-savings plan. When the college
athlete is paid, half of his earnings should
be deducted and put into a safe, interestbearing fund. That way, when he finishes
his four years, he'll have a tidy sum
stashed away and won't have to go out and
start robbing gas stations right away.
Now, I'm not saying the academically
deficient athlete should do nothing but
engage in sports. During the off-season, he

should be taught to read, write, do arithmetic and take some speech courses.
That might not sound like much. But
that's really all you have to be able to do —
read, write, handle simple numbers and
utter a coherent sentence — and you can
get some very good jobs. You can be a TV
,anchorman, sell just about anything, run
for public office or even become a rich
trader in pork bellies.
Obviously, my plan doesn't get to the root
problem — why these athletes get through
eight years of elementary school and four
years of high school without learning much.
The answer is that most of them are
black and come out of the poorest of the big
city ghettos. Chances are that their parents
are also illiterate or close to it. And so are
most of the people they hang around with.
And they go to schools that are relieved if
a graduating senior can read his diploma.
If not, they'll settle for his being able to
spell the name of the school and the street
sign outside.
One of the many reasons the schools are
bad is money, or lack of it. That's not the
only reason, but it's one of the major ones.
So I offer a modest proposal to help
alleviate this problem.

There are schools all over Arneiica in
cities and states that have little or no black
ghetto population. So what do they do when
they need a running back, a tall center, a
point guard, a 280-pound lineman? They
turn to the ghettos of Chicago, Detroit, New
York and other big cities.
I mean, what kind of team would the
University of Nevada in Las Vegas have if
it had to depend on homegrown talent?
They wouldn't win one game with a lineup
of the stubby offspring of casino
COM
sses.
So when these universities come poaching in our big city ghettos, they should have
to pay us a fee. You want a 7-foot center?
Fine, drop $50,000 into our school fund. You
want that 270-pound nose tackle? It'll cost
you another $50,000. If they make allconference, we get a $25,000 bonus. AllAmerican? That's $100,000.
The whole dispute is ridiculous. As proof,
I ask you how many points a game Michael
JordOn scores. Right, about 35. Every
basketball fan knows that
But does anyone in America know what
his final grade average was?
I wonder if Michael knows.
'zipr-y.ts '3119 The l'w.ago T"ibi.u9

State's loss of seat in Congress could set stage for dramas
An AP News Analysis
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If
Kentucky loses a scat in Congress
as a result of the 1990 census, it
would set the stage for playing out
any number of tantalizing political
dramas.
Such a situation would certainly
have implications for the 1991

gubernatorial campaign and the
1992 election for the U.S. Senate
seat now held by Wendell Ford,
D-Ky. And that's to say nothing of
the careers of the seven incumbent
congressmen, none of whom seem
inclined to leave Washington of
their own volition.
Art Schmidt, a Republican senator from Cold Spring, has seen
some redistricting wars won and

Bush still adjusting
to beingat the top
By W. DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — For 12
years, George Bush dreamed and
worked to reach the heights of his
chosen profession. Now he is there
and, like many others who go from
being No. 2 to being No. 1, he
sometimes finds himself ill at ease.
Not often, he says.
"There's still the wonder of it
all," Bush said at his first presidential news conference Friday.
"It still feels different. But not
surprising."
"lie's enjoying the job," said
presidential press secretary Marlin
Fitzwater. The only problem is
containing his enthusiasm."
But sometimes ...
There are a couple of examples,
including one that Bush told on
himself.
Minutes after he took his oath at
the Capitol. Bush told congressional leaders, he heard the House
sergeant at arms call out, "Mr.
President."
As he had for eight years as vice
president, Bush waited for President Reagan to respond. But President Reagan was now former President Reagan. The call was for President Bush.
A poke in the ribs from first lady
Barbara Bush got the point across.
Reporters observed the other
instance. Reagan had left Bush a
note in the Oval Office, and they
asked the new president to read it
to them.
Before doing so, Bush turned to
Fitzwater. "Am I violating any
rules here, Marlin'?" he asked.
"They're your rules, sir," said a
reporter.
"Oh, I set the rules," Bush said.
Then he went on to read the note
aloud.

So, does the new president have
the willies:?
Not at all, says Fitzwater. "He's
very excited by the whole
situation."
On the other hand, says a political scientist who doubles in psychology, Bush would be an exception to the rule if he didn't experience some stress in a job he has
tried for so long to get.
"Psychologically, it is often
rather overwhelming, because their
whole life is built around the
struggle to get there," said Gary
Weaver, a professor of international relations at American University
who has also taught psychology.
"Once they get there, it's over
with."
It doesn't seem to be over with
for Bush, who has been setting a
hectic pace since his inauguration.
But for some, said Weaver, the
consequences can be much more
severe than just forgetting who sets
the rules or not realizing who is
being addressed.
"Even if you look at articles on
suicides of famous people — and
I'm not suggesting that at all —
what we do find is that it very seldom occurs as they are struggling
to get to the top; it occurs when
they get to the top and are
overwhelmed."
So, although Bush certainly has
shown no signs as serious as that,
said Weaver, "I guess you could
say that for him it's probably pretty
overwhelming, because you know
he's been struggling for a long
time, and one ought to assume that
there would be some personality
change once he gets there. He's not
going to be the old George Bush."
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concerned, the unthinkable happens
and they lose one of the seats they
now hold in Congress in the 1990
elections, the possibilities become
even more Machiavellian.
History indicates that 7th District
Rep. Carl C. "Chris" Perkins is
the most vulnerable of the four
Democrats. If he is beaten by a
Republican, Democrats who control the state House by overwhelming margins would probably he
inclined to tinker with the boundaries of a new district to ensure a
Democratic victory in the future.
In the west, incumbent Democratic Reps. Carroll Hubbard in the :st
District and William Natcher in the
2nd District have demonstrated
their invincibility. But Natche.r
would be 83 in 1992 and finishing
his fourth decade in Congress. Party leaders might try to persuade
him to .retire so his counties could
be chopped up in a redistricting
without hurting an incumbent.
Such extraordinary circumstances might be enough to actually
make the legislature the arbiter of
the boundaries, Schmidt said. if
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China-bound President Bush still cautious
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush's trip to China next
month underscores the importance
of American relations with the
world's largest country, and
although the two have no overriding problems, Bush has some serious issues to discuss with the
Chinese.
One is the joint effort the United
States and China are making to
promote reconciliatioit )etween
South Korea and North Korea.
Another is the growing improvement in relations between China
and the Soviet Union.
Bush's trip will be the first visit
to Beijing by a U.S. chief executive
in nearly five years. President Reagan visited the Chinese capital in
April 1984.
But while Bush looks to the Far
East, stopping Iso in Japan for
Emperor Hirohito's funeral and in
South Korea, two other regions
where problems are far more pressing have been consigned at least
for now to the back burner.
Bush and his top foreign polic
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If the three current Republican
representatives had to fight it out
among themselves. some alternatives are available.
-Hopkins could use the 5604,822
he has accumulated in excess campaign contributions to help finance
the gubernatorial contest he keeps
talking about but never does anything about. Failing that, Hopkins
could simply convert those funds
into a nice nest egg and retire.
Bunning, who has demonstrated
a willingness to sacrifice his own
plans and volunteer *for difficult
duty for the GOP, could run
against Ford in 1992. Schmidt said
that anyone who took on Mr.
Democrat would have to have "a
bit of the kamikaze in him," hut
Bunning has some experience.
It was Bunning who answered
the plea from Republican poohbahs to run for. and get beat for,
governor in 1983. It was also Bun-ning who agreed to forget about
running for governor again in 1987
so he could succeed retiring Rep.
Gene Snyder in the 4th District.
If, so far as the Democrats are

Washington Today
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lost since he went to the General
Assembly in 1964. But he said the
legislature's role in the actual
drafting of the new congressional
district boundaries will be small
unless,something extraordinary
happens.
"I am convinced from experience that the congressional delegation will get together and a majority, not unanimous, will decide on a
plan." Schmidt said.
That being the case, Kentucky's
four Democratic congressmen
would likely rule the day.
If the state is left with six seats
and seven incumbent congressmen,
several possible scenarios come to
mind.
One is combining the three districts that follow Interstate 75 north
and south through central Kentucky
into two districts with odd counties
spread hither and yon to keep
things even. Not coincidentally.
that area now encompasses the 4th,
5th and 6th districts — the ones
held by Republican Reps. Jim Bunning, Hal Rogers and Larry Hopkins, respectively.
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advisers, Secretary of State James the alliance" of Western nations.
A. Baker III and Brent Scowcroft, He is suspicious that Gorbachev's
the national security adviser, are motivation is to buy time to reform
taking their time about the Soviet the Soviet economy — which is a
Union and the Middle East.
lot different from approaching Gor"Let's take our time now," bachev primarily as a world leader
Bush told reporters today. "Let's trying to case East-West tensions.
"I think the Cold War is not
take a look at where we stand."
He said he did not think after a over," Scowcroft said in a recent
long talk on the telephone with assessment of the superpower
Soviet Preisdent Mikhail S. Gorba- relationship.
While Bush has not insisted on
chev that the Soviets consider his
reflective stance "foot-dragging." concessions from Moscow before
Baker, who is inexperienced in ascending the summit with Gorbaboth areas, told the Senate Foreign chev, the White House spokesman.
Relations Committee during his Marlin Fitzwater, said Thursday
confirmation hearing that he they would meet only "when the
wanted to "review the bidding" in time is right."
It's a bit early to make sweeping
U.S.-Soviet negotiations to reduce
judgments, but the indications are a
long-range nuclear weapons.
Baker also said the United States slowdown in the reconciliation
should avoid "a headlong rush" to promoted by President Reagan and
provide Moscow with loans and Secretary of State George P. Shultz
credits, which are traditionally a after Gorbachev's rise to power in
useful tool in improving relations. the Kremlin in March 1985.
There is a similar go-slow attiScowcroft has more experience
developing toward the Arabtude
he
but
matters,
policy
in foreign
too is taking a very cautious Israeli conflict in the Middle East.
approach in dealing with Moscow. which drew serious attention from
He worries that Gorbachev's peace the Reagan administration toward
offensive may have as one of its the end but hardly the concentramain goals "making trouble within tion trained on Moscow,
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
The Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff
completed his ministry at Inamanual Lutheran Church on Sunday. He
has accepted a position as first fulltime resident pastor aqt Cedar Lake
Lodge, a resident home for the
mentally retarded at LaGrange.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David Livers, Dec.
28, and a boy ‘o..Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Edward Elam, Jan. 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Osro Butterworth
will be married for 50 years on
Feb. 4.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Sheriff Fannie
Stubblefield reminds taxpayers
who have not paid their county taxes to pay before Feb. 1 to.avoid a
six percent penalty.

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. Ind Mrs. Franklin Robinson
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby'
Satterwhite, Jan. 18: a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Chadwick, Jan. 21;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sullivan III, Jan. 24.
Thirty .wears ago
Major James A. Day has joined
the ROTC Department at Murray
State University.
In high school basketball games.
Rcidland beat Almo," Farmington
beat Lynn Grove and Murray High
beat New Concord. High-. team
scorers were Holdman for Reidland, Ferguson and Overbey for
Almo, Smith for Farmington, Tarry
for Lynn Grove, Lee for Murray
High and Stubblefield for New
Concord.

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Reaume, Jan.
23.
Forty •tears ago
Five inches of snow and a low of.
10 degrees Acre recorded in Mur-.
ray and Calloway County today.
New officers-of Calloway County Women's Medical Auxiliary. are
Mrs. J. Lacy Hopson, Mrs. Robert W. Hahs, Mrs. James C. Hart and
Mrs. Hugh Houston.
Hazel beat New Concord and
Murray Training beat Almo in first
round of Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament at
Carr Health Building, Murray State
College. High team scorers were.
Lamb for Hazel, Steele for New
Concord, Jackson for Murray
Training and Phillips for Almo.
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Class is Wednesday

SILVER PROFILES
By Shirley Johnson
There will be a new, first time
ever, service for all silver citizens,
55 years and older, as well as disabled persons of any age. who need
assistance in making out their tax
retlurns.
Louis Douthitt will be at the
Senior Citizens Office every Tuesday, beginning Feb. 7, and continuing through Tuesday, April 11.
There will be no charge for this
service. If there are citizens of this
age who are home-bound, he will
go to that person's home to prepare
the necessary tax return.
Mr. Douthitt, himself a silver
citizen, has spent his professional
career as an accountant and insurance agent. Having just moved to
Murray in early January with his
wife, he is eager to let people know
about this service.
Mr. Douthitt grew up in Graves
County, attended Murray State,
saw service in the U.S. Air Force,
and received his accounting degree
from the College of Commerce, an
educational institution which is
now incorporated in Western Kentucky University.
He has spent the past three years
in Ballard County assisting silver
citizens with their taxes
The same quality services that he
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offered there, at no cost to the
senior taxpayer, will be available
here. This courtesy service is sponsored by the American Association
of Retired Persons. There are many
silver citizens across the -country
who participate in this free service.
All those who prepare the tax
forms are required to attend IRS
classes each year prior to tax filing
time. These seminars are taught by
qualified instructors from the Internal Revenue Service. This insures
the senior tax-paper that someone
like Mr. Douthitt is well-trained
and well-versed in the complexities
of current taxes.
Incidently, one does not have to
be a member of AARP to avail
oneself of this tax service. We do
ask, however, that you call the
Senior citizens' office for an
appointment to see Mr. Douthitt,
any Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Bring all the necessary papers and
your tax forms. The phone to make
that appointment is 753-0929.
As with many organizations like
our own MCCSC, volunteers like
Mr. *Louis Douthitt, are vital elements in organizations which
depend upon those who serve without pay.
Their many hours, given freely,
to aid and assist others are difficult
to evaluate from a monetary
standpoint.
As we continue future articles,
you will share the lives of those
who take pleasure in volunteering
to help others. You will also be
treated to the wonderful silver cip-,
zens who grace our city and
county.
Yes, we always welcome those
who wish to do good deeds for
others; it makes all of us feel
worthwhile. Are you able to join
our volunteer team? Just give us a
call and we will say thank you.

ICI wants patents
Since its formation in 1926,. ICI
has applied for patents on more
than 33,000 inventions, resulting in
more than 150,000 patents in countries throughout the world. Over
the last five years, ICI worldwide
filed an average of 16 patents every
working day.
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Italian Village
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1 LARGE
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Dr. Henry Buchanan
First Christian Church will offer
an adult study course led by Dr.
Henry Buchanan starting Wednes-

day, Feb. 1
The class, an hour long, will
start at 6:20 p.m. and will continue
for eight succeeding sessions in
conjunction with the Youth Club at
the church.
Dr. Buchanan will be discussing
the problems and the challenges of
the modern American family with
the leadership group.
A retired family counselor,
Buchanan will explore the roots of
the American family from the
ancients — Greeks; Hebrews and
Romans — and the not so ancient
peoples of Europe and England.
The series is called "The Roots of
Our Loves — and of Our Lives."
The classes will be held in the
Men's Bible Class room in the educational facilities of the church.
Advance registration is not, necessary. The public is invited to
attend, according to the Dr. David
Roos, pastor of the church.

DATEBOOK
Leys will present exhibit
Dale Leys, associate professor of art at Murray State University, has
been invited to present a one-person exhibit of his work in drawing at
Marshall University in Huntington, W.Va. His show is scheduled Feb.
1-27 in the Birke Gallery on campus. Visiting artist presentations for
beginning, intermediate and advanced students at Marshall are scheduled
Jan. 31 and Feb. 1. A member of the faculty at Murray State since 1977,
Leys is head of the drawing area and the foundations drawing/design
coordinator in the Department of Art.

David Richard ,Eardley born
Lt. (jg) and Mrs. Robert H. Eardley of Rota, Spain, are the parents of a
son, David Richard, weighing 10 pounds two ounces, measuring 221/2
inches, born on Wednesday, Jan. 18, at the U.S. Naval Hospital, Rota.
The mother is the former Holly Knight of Murray. The father is serving
with the U.S. Naval Forces at Rota. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Knight of Mut*
ray are the maternal grandparents and just recently returned home after
being with their daughter and family for a visit. Paternal grandparents are
Mrs. Millard Wright of Miami, Fla., and Dr. Jack Eardley of Lexington. A
maternal great-grandmother is Mrs. Frances Virginia Knight of Murray.

Landon Cory Lockhart born
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dale Lockhart of Rt. 1, Box 462, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Landon Cory, weighing eight pounds one ounce, measuring 21 inches, born on Saturday. Jan 14, at 12:44 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Renita Cheryl
Underhill. Grandparents are Ronald and Betty Lockhart of Rt. 8, Murray,
and Charles and Wanda Sprow, Rt., 1, Benton.

Special program is tonight
A discussion on "Consumer Health Quackery" will be tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m at Calloway Public Library. Dr. Bob Flashman, associate
extension professor with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture Extenion Service, will be the speaker. The program, sponsored
by
Calloway County Extension Service, is open to the public.

Singles will hear Brandon
Ken Brandon will be the leader of a program on "Pet Peeves" to be
presented at a meeting of the Singles' Organizational Society on Tuesday,
Jan. 31, at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. Following the program the group will go to Shoney's for refreshments. This is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, apolitical support and social group for all singles
adults whether always single, divorced or separated. Dress is casual. For
more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Paul at 753-7351.

Masons will meet tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have a call
meeting tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Coldwater
Road. Work will be in the third degree. Supper will be served at 6 p.m.
Max Rogers, master of the lodge, urges all Mason Masters to attend.

Pre-game steak out
The pre-game steak apparently is
a thing of the past, says the Reebok
Aerobic Information Bureau. In an
American Health magazine survey
of 1,953 people, only 11 percent of
heavy exercisers would eat red
meat before working out or competing in an athletic event. Most
opt for carbohydrates, such as fruit
or pasta.
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Window Covering Store
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SIGMA SWEETHEART BRUNCH PLANNED — James Hornbuckle,
left, chief of the Murray Fire Department, buys the first ticket to the
1989 Sigma Sweetheart Brunch from Emily Gore, member of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club. The brunch will be
Saturday, Feb. 11, from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. The proceeds from the brunch will be donated to the Murray Fire Department to go toward the purchase of a new jaws-of-life.

Wooldridge home is
scene PEO meeting
Twenty-four members of Chapter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood
were served a brunch in the home
of Mrs. Chris Wooldridge on Saturday morning, Jan. 21.
Mrs. Wooldridge was assisted by
her mother, Mrs. Alfred Lindsey.
The dining table was centered with
a pot of yellow jonquils which was
later awarded as a gift to Mrs.
fiQward Titswohh.
The invocation before the - meal,
was by Mrs. John Twomey.
Mrs. Cherry Watts presented a
program of slides and descriptions
of flower arranging as done by the
official flower arranger during four
years at The White House in
Washington.
Especially noted was he use of
unusual items in the arrangements,
such as shells, ceramic pieces, vegetables such as artichokes,
mushrooms, peppers, carrots, etc.,
often with few blossoms, to make
interesting and beautiful pieces, a
chapter spokesman.

Mrs. N.T. Beal, president, presided. The devotion from Luke 5
was, read by Mrs. Titsworth,
chaplain.
Reports were given by Mrs. A.C.
La Follette on the Educational
Loan Fund; and by Miss Ann Herron for Cottey College who read
the State of the College Report of
Coney's president, Dr. Helen
Washburn. Greetings were written
by members to send to the chaptersponsored Educational Loan Fund
student.
A dimit was granted to Mrs.
Lewis Bossing to Chapter
in
Nashville. Tenn., of which she had
formerly been a member. Postholiday messages were received
from several non-resident
members.
It was noted that Mrs. Lindsey
will present a program at the next
meeting on Monday, Feb. 6, with
members to be notified as to the
place of the meeting.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY. JANUARY :31, 1989
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Your thinking is good about career
interests today, but it's through your
charming manner that you open new
doorways to success now Guard
against extravagance.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Couples may decide upon a holiday
away together. You're personality
plus today and others will listen to
what you have to say. You're good at
promoting yourself.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You're the one who's able to get a
business talk back on the right track.
Clear thinking and a personable
manner make you effective and
persuasive today
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Partners make happy decisions
about their children. You'll enjoy a
special entertainment now. Save time
for just each other. Singles meet with
romantic introductions.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll make an inventory today of
what needs to be done around the
house in the way of repairs. You may
entertain colleagues from work
tonight or just have some friends

Michelson's
will be closed for
inventory all day
Tues., Jan. 31st.
We will be open
Wed., Feb. 1st at
regular hours.

over.
VIRGO
(Aug. 2:3 to Sept.22)
You couldn't have a better day for
creative work. However, don't
discuss your ideas prematurely with
others, as they might throw you off
the track. Trust your own instincts.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
64.
45
Though shopping for the home is
favored now, extravagance is not.
Luck is with you regarding property
interests and faintly affairs. Enjoy
having company over tonight.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You have winning ways now and
others will be impressed. For a good
response from others, make
important phone calls today.
Happiness
comes
through
partnerships tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
Research projects and study are
favored now, but distractions could
cut into efficiency. Your judgment is
good about money, and income
should improve today.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Your popularity is on an upswing
today. Friends seek you out and
evening hours are sure to bring you
happiness through romance or
activities with your children.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Perhaps unknown to you, but
someone puts in a good word for you
today. Career developments now are
definitely in your favor. Enjoy family
life tonight.
PISCES
>410:
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
iikat
You'll be hearing from far away
friends. Singles meet with a romantic
introduction through a neighborhood
function. Enjoy socializing with
others after dark.
IF BORN TODAY,you like to be the
center of attention, but you'll work
hard to achieve your goals. You have
a flair for public life and are dramatic
by nature. Change is good for you as
it keeps you from getting into a rut.
Always be willing to investigate new
horizons. You're drawn .to mental
pursuits and will have success as a
teacher, writer, or lawyer. Acting is
apother possiblity for you to
consider. Hirthdate of: Garry Moore,
TV personality; Norman Mailer,
writer; and Jackie Robinson, baseball
star.
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Rogers is chairman
Bob Rogers, assistant superintendent of Murray City Schools has
accepted the nomination of District
Chairman of the Four Rivers Council of Boy Scouts of America.
Rogers was elected at a steering
committee meeting of the Council
made up of representatives from
Calloway, Marshall, Graves, Fulton, Hickman and Carlisle counties.
Thom Yates, district executive of
the Boy Scouts of America, said
"we would like to thank Rogers for

volunteering his time and accepting
this nomination. He will be an
asset in providing youth in the
Murray area program."
Rogers succeeds Bill Adams Jr.
of Murray who has served in this
same position for the past two
years.
Rogers will speak at an Executive Board meeting of the Boy
Scouts Council on Tuesday, Jan.
31, at Stacey's Restaurant at
Paducah.

Community events
Monday, Jan. 30
Murray High School will present
a play,"Runaways" at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray Middle School auditorium.
Alcoholics Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at Masonic Lodge, Benton.
For information call 759-4059,
762-3399, 753-7764 or 753-7663.
Basketball doubleheader with
Murray State University Lady Racers at 5:15 p.m. and Racers at 7:30
p.m. with Middle Tennessee State
will be at Racer Arena, Murray.
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Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Children's activities will be at 6
p.m. in gym of Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Murray High School Freshmen
and varsity - basketball boys' teams
will host basketball games with St.
Mary's High School at 6 p.m.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE SALUTED — The Murray High School
Future Business Leaders of America and Business and Office Department salutes its Advisory Committee in recognition of their support
and assistance in its vocational education endeavors and in the FBLA
Chapter activities and projects. Advisory committee members pictured at their respective offices are, Jerry Wilson of Richardson,
Howe and Wilson, CPA, top left; Faye Wells, ROTC Department,
Murray State University, top right; Wilma Billington, Bank of Murray, bottom left; and Linda Lester, Overbey & Overbey, bottom
right.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will have a
called meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall. Supper will be
served at 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 31
Ladies' Night Out will be at 5:30
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Auditions for "The Great CrossCountry Race" by Playhouse in the
Park will be at 4 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. For information
call 759-1752.
The Singles' Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela akt 753-7638 or
Paul at 753-7351.
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Dick Jackson's Evening Class in
Beginning Drawing and Painting
will resume at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Art Guild. For information call
753-1867 or 435-4482.
Murray Civic Music Association
will present The Chinese Golden
Dragon Acrobats and Magicians of
Taipei at 12:45 p.m. and 8 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University.

Mary
(

By Abigail
Van Buren

Boyfriend Who Strays Drives
Wedge in Women's Friendship

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Postoffice at Buchanan, Tenn.,
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Community Center at Puryear, Tenn., from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure
checks, pulse and diabetes screenings, and Occult Blood Screening
Kits will be offered.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
DEAR ABBY: I am beside myself examine your motives. If you at Southsidc Manor Community
with guilt. On the last night of my were to tell her, she'd probably Room. For information call
visit to a childhood friend who now kick him out, and end her 753-9303.

lives in another city, her live-in
boyfriend woke nie in the middle of
the night, and t let him make love
to me. As far as I can tell. my friend
had no idea he left her sleeping in
their room). I don't know why I
didn't stop him — especially since
we used no protection and I could
have even gotten pregnant! Maybe
I was lonely or resented her having
someone since I've been unlucky in
love. I wouldn't consciously have
planned this. yet I responded to him
positively.
The next evening, when we were
alone for a minute or two, I told him
I felt guilty over what had happened. He seemed to feel the same.
and told me that he liked me and he
enjoyed it, hut we should not repeat
the occurrence.
I tried to act normal with my
friend, but felt miserable inside. I've
betrayed her trust and don't deserve
her friendship. Additionally, I am
aware that the man she loves and
hopes to marry would cheat on her
in such a low way — with her friend.
in her house!
Should I tell her'? What if he tells
her later? What if they decide to
marry — shouldn't she know the
truth about this man'? He played the
field earlier in their relationship,
but she believes he's true to her now.
What if I'm pregnant?
Abby, I am ashamed to admit
that I was flattered by his coming
to me — but I am more ashamed of
having betrayed a friend. I don't
want to tell her to hurt her, but I
don't want to lose her friendship if
she finds out later. What should I
do?
FEELING ROTTEN

•

friendship with you. That would
leave him free to come to you,
which could be what you (unconsciously) want since you
have no man in your life. You
could rationalize telling her by
saying, "If I were living with a
cheating man, I would want to
know."
As I see it, you're damned if
you do, and she's damned if you
don't. Readers, how would you
vote on this?
* * •

DEAR ABBY: My, husband and I
went out to eat breakfast at a nice
cafe the other morning. On the plate
was an orange slice for garnish.
After finishing my meal, I ate the
orange slice. My husband said.
You aren't supposed to eat the
orange slice — it's for decorating,
.
not for eating."'
I said, "Oh, bull!" Then I picked
the orange slice off his plate and ate
it. He gave me a rather -disgusted
look.
I noticed a well-dressed man
seated near us eating his orange
slice, so I pointed it out to my
husband. He said. "Well, that man
apparently doesn't know better
either.When we got outside, I told my
husband that I was going to write
to Dear Abby and get the facts. He
said, "Go ahead.- So here I am.
What are the facts, Abby?
PHOENIX ORANGE LOVER

DEAR ORANGE LOVER: The
orange slice was placed on the
plate for garnish — or "decoratini," as your husband put it.
DEAR FEELING HOTFEN: However, when the decoration
You can deal with the "what is edible, it's proper to eat it.
ifs" ("What if he tells her
* * *
later?" and "What if I'm pregbethey
when
nant?") if and
come realities. The imminent
"How to Have a Lovely Wedding" is
question at hand: Should you a revised, up-to-date guide for formal
tell your friend that her live-in church weddings, home weddings.
-around weddings. To
lover came to your bed in her second-time
order, send your name and address,
home, and you let him make plus check or money order for $'2.80
love to you?
($3.36 in ('anada) to: Abby's Wedding
Obviously you are consider- Booklet, P.O. Bon 447. Mount Morris,
ing telling her, but I urge you to III. 61054.(Postage is included.)

Tuesday, Jan. 31
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.

DEAR DR GOTT- My mother's
doctor dismisses her complaints of
urinary incontinence as an inevitable
part of the aging process. Is he
correct"
DEAR READER Not necessarily
Urinary incontinence, the inability
Wednesday, Feb. 1
to control the act of emptying the
bladder, has been estimated to affect
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
1 5 percent and 15 percent of
.
betweer
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
particularly women The
the
elderly,
citizens.
senior
by
activities
causes vary from poor muscular control and the effects of multiple pregMission groups are scheduled to
nancies to hormone deficiency and
meet at 7 p.m. at Cherry Corner chronic infection
Because incontinence is embarBaptist Church.
rassing, few patients actually comof this symptom to their doctors,
Mission groups are scheduled to plain
unless the physicians question them in
meet at 7 p.m. at Flint Baptist detail Hence, experts have termed inChurch
continence a -neglected" diagnosis
At a 1987 meeting of the American
Events at First United Methodist Urological Society, Dr Tamara BaChurch will include Covenant vendam. a Los Angeles urologist, prea paper in which she showed
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Youth sented
that 70 percent of elderly incontinent
Administrative
p.m.;
5
at
Club
women could be cured
Board to eat with Youth Club at
In some patients. surgery' was suc5:30 p.m.; Administrative Board cessful, in the majority, non-surgical
including medication bemeeting at 6:15 p.m. in Hale therapy
havioral modification and electrical
Chapel.
stimulation - resulted in complete
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at continence or substantial improvement. Bavendam's message was that
Glendale Road Church of Christ. complete urologic evaluations should
be performed on any incontinent
Events at Memorial Baptist woman, regardless of age, because
Church will include Youth Council many causes of this distressing sympmeeting at 6 p.m.; Prayer meeting, tom could be identified and treated
although incontinence
Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs, and Therefore,
may accompany the aging process,
Drama
p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7
this problem should not he dismissed
Practice at 8:30 p.m.
as inevitable
DEAR DR GOTT I recently read
Events at Grace Baptist Church an article linking the Epstein-Barr viwill include Prayer Service and - rus to the rubella vaccine What can
you tell me about this connection"
Youth Study Group at 7 p.m.
DEAR READER. Doctors customarily differentiate between EpsteinEvents at First Christian Church Barr virus the cause of mononucleowill include Youth Club at 4:50 sisi and rubella virus the cause of
p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.; German measleso The micro-organto be related
Adult Class with Dr. Henry Bucha- isms are not thought
However. United Press Internanan at 6:20 p.m.; Bazaar Workshop tional reported last year that a pecuat 6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir Prac- liar type of rubella virus present in
tice at 7:30 p.m.
rubella vaccine introduced in 19791
may be the cause of a puzzling illness
Events at Elm Grove Baptist resembling mononucleosis. Chronic
Epstein-Barr virus, or CEBV, synChurch will include Mid-Week drome
had been thought to be due to a
MisGAs
and
RAs,
Bible Study,
continuing Infection with mononucle-

NEW. YORK (AP) -- Patrick
Swayze. who played an altruistic
hothead who dances with both
heart and pelvis in the movie "Dirty Dancing," says he wants to be
taken seriously as an actor.
The classically trained dancer
told Gentlemen's Quarterly in its
February issue: "I don't wanna be
a sex symbol. I• wanna• he an
actor.'
With' all the attention Swayze 1;getting from fans, the actor-dancer
is "becoming an extroverted
recluSe," the magazine says.
"You wind up trying to create a
world for yourself because -you
don't have the real one any more.
You can't go anywhere. I didn't
realize the extent of the trade-off,"
Swayze said. • The 36-year-old Swayze says
eyes are too squinty, and that his
;mile is too crooked.
1 go[
'I ;mile off to one
my father; smiIe. I've been Orkthat:. he said.
in' not to smiie
''l'm al-ways exercising thc other
side of my ?ace when I'm drivin.
rny. car, so I don't get too
lopsided.7That's the only lewl of narcissism I allow myself.'
Nide

One Less Detail
You'll Have To
Iron Out Today

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Fellowship supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Children's
Choirs, Klaymata Fellowship and
Prayer service at 6:30 p.m.; Beginner's Sign Language Class at 7:30
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

St21‘..1..c
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Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Black History Telecommunications Program, "Beyond The
Dream," will be from 12 noon to 2
p.m. in Barkley Room, Curris Center, Murray State University.

First Christian Church will have
a skating party from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Circus Skating of Murray.

Swayze says
wants to be
more an actor

Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 4:45
p.m. and Choir rehearsal at 6:30
p.m.

Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.

IRD9 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have a Coffee
Break for Christ at 9:30 a.m. at the
church.

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

osis. characterized by periodic exhaustion, fatigue. depression and
swollen glands However, according
to UPI, many CEBV sufferers were
exposed to Biavax and Meruvax vaccines Their illnesses may be due to a
chronic allergic reaction to rubella
virus, rather than to the Epstein-Barr
virus This link is now under intensive
investigation but has yet to be
confirmed
For further information I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Viruses and Cancer " Other readers
who would like a copy should send $I
with their name and address to PO
Box 91369. Cleveland, OH 44101-3369
Re sure to mention the title

sion Friends at 7 p.m.

Tuesday Senior Citizens' Bowling League will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at Corvette Lanes.

Murray High School will present
a play, "Runaways" at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray Middle School auditorium.

PETER
GOTT M D

Senior citizens activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis (enters; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at, Super Saver at Como, Tenn.,
from 9 to H a.m. and at Security
Bank at Cottage Grove, Tenn..
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Calloway County Laker Boys
will host basketball games with
Marshall County High School
Marshals.

DR. GOTT
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Today is last-day for high school
seniors to apply for a SchOol Relations scholarship at Murray State
University. For information call
762-2896 or 1-800-592-3977.

.1•

BOONE'S CLEANERS
for
20% off 5 S$-hirts
380
Sweaters

G000 Thru Feb. I

Teenage Pitfalls
and Dependencies
The teen years are
tough. Often a teen's
vulnerability to peer
pressure can result in
alcohol or drug abuse.
If you have a teen and
want to learn more
about the dangers
and . want preven-tative tips, come to
our seminar on.

Give your heart
an extra helping.
Say no to high-fat foods

V

American Heart
Association
WE'RE
YOUR

Debbie Ost

Saturday, Feb. 4, 1989
10 a.m. - 12 noon
I,ocat ion

bride-elect of

Gooc Thru Feb 1

.L

Charter Counseling Center
104 N. 5th St.. Murray, Ky

Speaker. Eileen Portner
$10.00
Registration Fee

Bill Koons

To Register, Call: 753-8494

has selected
her decorative
accessories from

Bel-Air Center

Pier I.
Debbie & 8111 Hill be married Feb. 2.5, Mg.
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Ole Miss
burns UK

MSU on target
in OVC warmups
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Edttor

The Murray State Racers and Lady Racers cleared their latest Ohio
Valley Conference hurdles with record-setting ease Saturday night in Racer Arena, defeating the Tennessee State University Tigers and Lady
Tigers 87-55 and 102-50 in men's and women's basketball action.
The wins, accompanied by record performances by Don Mann, Sheila
Smith and Michelle Wenning, enabled Murray State's OVC second-place
teams to keep stride with the league-leading Middle Tennessee State Blue
Raiders and the Lady Raiders.
Middle Tennessee and Murray State cross paths tonight in "The Pit" of
Racer Arena in doubleheader (WC action beginning at 5:15 tsee related
story. this page.)
Mann, a 5-8 senior guard from Dyersburg, Tn. and candidate for the
Francis Naismith Award (recognizing the top senior under 6-0), became
Murray State's all-time assist leader with,0:42 left in the first half. feeding Linzie Foster on a dunk to break the record of 459 assists held since
1984 by Lamont Sleets. Mann offered seven assists on the night to move
his career totals to 461.
Mann's favorite target was red-hot NBA prospect and All-America canthdate Jeff Martin. the Cherry Valley (Ark.) senior forward who led the
Racer scoring effort with 32 points. Terence Brooks added 15 and Ronald
'Pope'ye' Jones chipped in 10 as the Racers raised their record to 12-6,
4-1 in the OVC.
In the Lady Racer rout, All-America candidate Sheila Smith, a senior
from Memphis. Tenn., and sophomore forward Michelle Wenning shared
scoring honors and record-setting performances. Smith's free throw shooting at the start of the second half provided the only suspenseful moments
in the game before her charity toss with 16:30 left nudged her over the
2.000 career total points level, the first Lady Racer and third MSU basketball player (joining Martin and Howie Crittenden) in college basketball's
elite scoring club.
Wenning, a 6-2 sophomore from New Washington. Ind., tied Smith's
Don Mann passes to a teammate Saturday night against Tennessee State. Mann became the all-time
23 point production for game-high honors while breaking theLady Racer
career assist leader at MSU in the Racers 87-55 win.
mat photo by Daniel T. Parker
record for field goal accuracy. Wenning deposited 10 of 11 shots into the
Lady' Racer accounts, surpassing Smith's mark of 10-of-13 set against
Tennessee-Chattanooga in 1987. Rona Poe added 16 points for the Lady
Racers, who improved to 14-4 overall. 4-1 in conference competition:
Lady Racers 102
Racers 87
Martin came into the TSU contest averaging 24.8
By DAVID RAMEY
Lady Tigers 50
Tigers 55
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Writer
points a game, and sizzled the nets for 32 against the
Tigers. Senior point guard Don Mann became the allThe Racers were shooting bullsThe count never reached zero.
Bring in Dick Vitale, it's Big Monday in Murray.
eyes while setting their sights on
time assist leader at MSU Saturday night.
but fhe Lady Racers' punching
Kentucky.
tonight's battle for the conference
"It's a big game, no doubt about it," Martin said.
flurries had knocked TSU out well
With apologies to the weekly ESPN Monday night
lead, hitting a torrid .625 percent
"If we win, we're on top."
before Tawnya Pierce's follow-up
doubleheader, Murray State hosts a 'Big Monday'
(35 of 56) from the field, .556 perThe Racers have run off four straight wins, leading
bucket at 3:15 pushed MSU into
doubleheader of its own tonight when Middle Tencent (5 of 9) from 3-point range
some Racer faithful to flash back a calender year.
triple-digit scoring for the first
nessee comes calling to Racer Arena.
and .706 (12 of 17) from the free
time this season.
Martin also sees some comparisons, especially
The top spot in the Ohio Valley Conference will
throw line.
The Lady Tigers received a techwith
the Racer attitude.
be
up
grabs
for
when
the
Blue Raiders, 14-5 overall
nical foul at the start of the game
Martin led the way with his
"It's basically the same right now," Martin said of
and
5-0
in
the
OVC,
battle
Racers.
the
now
12-6
for failing.to list their starters
dead-eye accuracy, connecting on
the attitude at this point in the season. "Our confioverall and 4-1 in the OVC, at 7:30 p.m. The fun
9-of-13 from 2-point range and
before game-time, a stalling tactic
dence
is up. Last year, we felt like we couldn't lose.
starts
at
5:15
when
p.m.,
the
MSU
Lady
Racers, at
(Coned on page 7)
(Coned on page 7)
I think right now we feel like some way we're going
14-4 overall and 4-1 in the OVC, host the MTSU
to find a way to win."
Lady Raiders, who are 13-4 overall and 3-2 in the
"One of the cruical keys will be rebounding. Whoconference.
ever
controls the board will win the game," Bernsen
"It's going to have to be a career game for us,"
said.
Racer coach Steve Newton said. "A lot of people
With rebounding being a key, the play of Linzie
around the country think they're the best team to
Foster and Chris Ogden is crucial to a Racer success.
come out of this conference in the last few years."
Hammond is the top rebounder in the conference,
While the Racers were beating up on conference
while Henry is the third best.
lightweight Tennessee State Monday night, MTSU
While the Racers and Blue Raiders will battle for
was battling the Governors of Austin Peay at the
the top spot, their female counterparts will battle to
Dunn Center in Clarksville. Coach Bruce Stewart's
stay in the hunt for the conference championship.
club came away with a 95-84 win at the same place
The Lady Racers are tied for second with Tennesthe Racers were handed their only conference loss.
see Tech, while MTSU holds down fourth place at
"Right now, they're 5-0 and we're 4-1," Racer
3-2.
associate coach Mark Bernsen said. "If you look at
"I think when you talk about Ohio Valley Conferthe stats. they're the best offensive team in the conence
women's basketball, the first name you think
ference, and we're the best defensive team."
about is Middle Tennessee." Lady Racer coach Bud
Going into Saturday's battle with the Goys. MSTU
Childers said. "They've won or shared seven of the
was lighting the scoreboard up at the rate of 91.6,
nine conference titles."
tops in the Valley by over .six points a game. MSU
The Lady Raiders hold a commanding 26-4 lead in
was the fifth-ranked scoring team, averaging 74.2,
the series, but the two teams have split the regular
but the Racers are holding the opposition to 68.2,
season series the last two seasons.
best in the conference, while MTSU is giving up
79.9 points a contest, next to last in the OVC.
Childers said his team may be on the verge of
The Blue Raiders have three players leading the
peaking, which may be a scary thought for the rivals
way. Chris Rainey is averaging 19.4 a game, forward
in the OVC.
Kenny Hammond is averaging 19.0 a contest, and
"I think last year's team peaked too soon," Chilcenter Randy Henry is scoring at a 18.4 clip a
ders said. "Injuries have prevented that this year. We
contest.
might be starting to play our best defensive basketSheila Smith and Michelle Wenning contributed as much on
"They're pretty potent," Bernsen admitted. "Right
ball, and as Karen (Johnson) and Melissa (Huffman)
defense as they did on offense, as they each pitched in 23 points to
now, they're the team to beat."
get back to full strength, our offense should come
lead the Lady Racers to a 102-50 rout of TSt.
Newton also has a "pretty potent" weapon. Jeff
along."
Slat photo by Daidel T Parker

MTSU rolls into town on top

Grand Slam Tennis

Lendl, Graf
win titles
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP)
— For Ivan Lendl, it's on to
Wimbledon.
Twelve months of hard work
paid off for Lendl on Sunday when
he finally captured one of the two
Grand Slam tennis titles to elude
him. Lendl routed fellow Czech
Miloslav Mecir 6-2, 6-2, 6-2 to win
the Australian Open title, making
good a pledge he had made a year
before.
Meanwhile, women's tennis
expert Ted Tinling says only poor
health can stop Stern Graf from
Steffi Graf
winning a second straight Grand
Slam.
"Right now she's the best there
"The formula is simple. Unless
is." Sukova said. "It's difficult to
she's injured or ill, she can't be
say what you have to do to beatbeaten," said Tinling, a tour conher, but you certainly have to play
sultant who has been following the
better than I did today."
sport since the 1920s.
Lendl was devastated by his loss
Graf, who defeated Helena Sukoto Australian Pat Cash in the semiva 6-4, 6-4 Saturday for the Ausfinals of the Australian Open last
tralian Open championship, has
year and vowed to make amends.
been virtually unbeatable the past said his coach, Australian Tony
two years. The West German teenRoche.
ager has lost only five matches
Lendl now has won the U.S.
since the start of 1987, and the last Open three times. the French Open
four defeats occurred when she was three times and the Australian
ill.
'
Open once.

0

Cunningham directs NFC rout
HONOLULU (AP) — Randall
Cunningham says he'll be back for
next year's. Pro Bowl, even if he's
not voted into the NFL's all-star
game.
"I'm coming back for sure.
whether I pay myself or come with
the Pro Bowl," the Philadelphia
Eagles quarterback said Sunday
after winning the Pro Bowl MVP
Award in his first trip to the
league's season-ending contest.

"Hawaii is great, the weather is
nice, the people are nice, there arc
no negatives here."
In addition to having a fun week,
Cunningham completed nine of 14
passes for 83 yards and picked up
49 yards on two rushes to help the
NFC to an easy 34-3 victory over
the AFC All-Stars.
"I always hoped to be just
selected for the Pro Bowl," he said
when asked if he had thought about

winning the MVP Award.
"I though Herschel (Walker) had
a good chance to win it because he
had two touchdowns."
Cunningham doubtless earned
some MVP votes with his talent for
improvising.
On one busted play, he had the
ball knocked from his hand, chased
around after it and finally grabbed
it, then fired an 11-yard completion
to J.T. Smith.

OXFORD, Miss.(AP) — Mississippi's Gerald Glass was hot and
Kentucky's LeRon Ellis was ice
cold. The Rebels started fast, the
Wildcats couldn't catch up.
Those combinations led Mississippi to a 70-65 Southeastern Conference victory over Kentucky on
Saturday, the fourth -in -a-row
league win for the Rebels, who are
11-6 overall and 5-3 in the SEC.
"I've seen him enough that Gerald totally blows my mind only
once or twice a game now," Mississippi coach Ed Murphy said of
his 6-foot-6 junior, who racked up
24 points, grabbed six rebounds
and made four steals.
"Glass is the best player in the
league," said Kentucky forward
Reggie Hanson.
But he wasn't the only Rebel
causing trouble for the Wildcats.
Tim Jumper added 17 points for
Mississippi and also pulled down
six rebounds.
"Jumper is the hardest player
I've had to guard," said Kentucky
guard Derrick Miller. "He's so big
he can post you up inside and he
can hit the shot outside."
Murphy said defense was
another key to the Rebel victory.
"We set out in the game to try
and play good defense and deny
the ball," he said. "Sean (Murphy)
did a good job on LeRon Ellis, who
I was worried about before the
game."
Mississippi limited Ellis, Kentucky's leading scorer with an
average of 17.4 points a game, to
just four points.
"You have got to give the
defense credit," said Kentucky
coach Eddie Sutton, "but at the
same time I thought LeRon could
have been a little stronger with his
shots."
Ellis missed eight of 10 shots.
"I guess I just wasn't concentrating enough," he said. "Sean
contested my shot a couple of
times and that caused me to miss
and maybe I tried to change it
when I shouldn't have."

Burson lifts
OSU past -UL
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ohio State guard Jay Burson said
his team was overlooked. That's a
feeling he's familiar with.
The scrawny 6-foot, 156-pound
senior scored 29 points Sunday as
No. 17 Ohio State upset No. 3
Louisville 85-79 at Freedom Hall.
The Cardinals were poised to
become the top-ranked team in the
nation after No. 1 Illinois and No.
2 Georgetown had each lost this
week.
"No one gave us a chance,"
said Burson. "But we had nothing
to lose when we came in here.
They were No. 3 and looking at
becoming No. I. A lot of people
forgot about us."
Burson hit 12 of 20 shots from
the field and five of six free
throws. Although the shortest player on the floor, he also ended up
with seven rebounds.
"I've seen that before. I don't
get spoiled or jaded," said Ohio
State coach Gary Williams. "He's
gone from being a novelty because
of his size to being a very good
college guard."
Burson, who scored 17 second half points, hit a pair of running
jumpers to give Ohio State a 70-67
lead with less than four minutes
left. That gave the Buckeyes their
first lead since the 15:35 mark of
the first half.
Louisville coach Denny Crum
said, "(Burson) has good quickness and did a nice job. He always
does. I've seen him lots of times
over the years.

College basketball

Duke runs past well-`managed' Clemson
By The Associated Press
Clemson had Hopf — but not
much hope. And not much else,
either.
Despite missing six players including two starters and two top
,reserves — who were suspended
for violating study hall rules, the
toothless Tigers, with a student
manager as one of seven available
bodies, gave 12th-ranked Duke a
battle for 16 minutes Sunday
before succumbing 92-62.
With two minutes left, Coach
Cliff Ellis sent 6-foot Dennis Hopf
into the game and told the other

players to make sure he got the
ball.
"I couldn't believe he said that.
That's just the greatest thing ht
could have done," Hopf said. "To
give me a shot like that is just a
fantasy. He really made somebody's fantasy come true."
Fantasy soon became reality.
With the Duke Crowd urging him
to shoot, Hopf drove the baseline
but traveled. Next, he again drove
but lost the ball. Finally, his only
shot was partially deflected as the
buzzer sounded.
"I was trying to get the foul,"

said Hopf, whose normal duties
Illinois, Georgetown and Louisconsist of shooting film of the
ville, the No. 1-2-3 teams in last
game and providing for the Clemweek's Associated Press poll,
son coaches. "I figured the refearen't in the spotlight, either. All
rees would cut me a break since
three lost since last week's poll.
this was my only time out there,
— Top-ranked Illinois, a 69-62
but I couldn't buy one. I think they
loser to Minnesota last Thursday,
were ready for the game to get
rebounded with a 75-65 Big Ten
over, too."
victory over No. 17 Indiana on
Since the suspensions were for
Saturday as Kenny Battle scored 22
one game, Hopf's clock struck
points and led a second-half rally.
midnight when the clock ran out. Illinois dropped to second.
"I'll be carrying the bags out of
— At the Superdomc in New
here," he said. "I think that was
Orleans, Ricky Blanton scored durmy shot in the spotlight for a
ing a scramble at the buzzer, giving
while."
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Racer riflers take second in Withrow
By ANGELA HAZEL
MSU Sports Information

The Murray State rifle team
placed a strong second in the 10th
annual Roger Withrow Invitational
over the weekend at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
The MSU Gold team of Lance
Goldhahn, Don Kristiansen, Don
Martin and Spencer Coe shot an
aggregate 6111 in air rifle and
smallbore to capture the second
place slot.
Tennessee Tech's Gold team
won the Invitational with 6164.
UT-Martin was third with 6103,
while Alaska-Fairbanks placed

fourth with 6092.
Other participating teams were
Xaiver, Kentucky, North Alabama,
Jacksonville State and Middle Tennessee State.
Murray State rifle coach Elvis
Green said he was pleased with the
overall performances of his shooters, and this match gives him a
good indication of how they compare with the other schools that are
competing for a berth in the NCAA
Rifle Championships coming up in
early March. Green said he hopes
that since Murray State is hosting
the championships, the teams will
qualify for a shot at the title.
MSU won the national crown in

1978, 1985 and 1987. The Racers
were first runner-up in 1986 and
1988. Green said although it would
be nice to win the title this time
around, the team's goal is to at
least finish in the top four. He said
for the team to be a strong competitor this year it has to bring up the
scores in the air rifle event.
"I felt pretty good about our
smallbore score, but our air gun
score is not what it needs to be,"
Green said. "We've still got some
time to get a little bit more
serious."
A total of 71 marksmen stepped
up to the firing line during the

Withrow Inivitational, and of that
field, Murray State's Goldhahn finished with the top individual in
smallbore with 1161, while Kristiansen placed second in the individual air rifle competition with 390.
MSU teammate Chris Curtis shot
a personal best of 1137 in smallbore, topping his previous career
high of 1121, scored on Jan. 21
during the Tennessee Tech Invitational in Cookeville, Tenn.
Green said the sophomore is
improving his scores with each
match.
"He's subject to break out and
shoot good scores all the time," he
said.

Racers...
(Cont'd from page 6)
3-of-4 from beyond the perimeter
for a .706(12 of 17) mark from the
field along with his 5-of-7 shooting
from the free throw line, five
rebounds and four assists.
Martin wasn't the only sharpshooter for the Racers, as Brooks
accomplished his 15-point performance on 6-of-7 shooting from the
floor and 3-of-3 from the line while
Jones' 10 points came on 5-of-6
shooting from the field and Linzie
Foster added 3-of-4 from the floor.
Foster also led a dedicated Racer
rebounding effort, gathering in 10
off the glass as Murray State compiled a 36-26 rebounding edge
against the Tigers. Included in
Murray's board report was a 12-8
advantage beneath the Racers' own
backboard.
"We wanted to use this as a
stepping-stone," Racer head coach
Steve Newton said after the victory, which followed a win over
Tennessee Tech last Monday night
in which a second-half lapse by the
Racers caused some concern
among the MSU staff.
"I was hoping we'd put two
halves together," Newton said,
adding that the Racer coaches had
used that goal as a challenge to the

Lady Racers
(Cont'd from page 6)
which only served to delay the
inevitable.
Smith canned the free throw to
start the scoreboard before the
game clock, and the countdown
began. Murray State ran off 12
unanswered points at the start of
the game, then had consecutive
scoring steaks of 11, 10 and nine in
the first half while rifling up a
52-23 lead.
The Lady Tigers, who dropped
to 2-15 overall, answered the bell
in the second half, but the countdown sontinued with an 8-point
scoring streak by the Lady Racers
early in the period to ease the cush-‘
ion out to 68-29. The knockout
uppercut came on a surge of 10
unanswered points in 1:30 of play
to set an insurmountable 93-43 lead.
with 5:03 left.
"That's been a long time coming," Lady Racer head coach Bud
Childers said of the easy win. "We
got a chance to play, to relax, and
to get everyone some playing time.
And, we were all healthy for the
first time since Dec. 17."
The only concern Childers had
was in the first half, when the Lady
Racers jumped out to a large lead,
then began committing turnovers.
"At one point, I thought we started
playing down tto another team's

Racers in their pregame planning
sessions. "We felt like we had to
play well tonight, and we did."
Mann got the joint jumping early, hitting from 16 feet to open the
scoring, tossing in a 3-point shot
from the right side and adding a
bucket from underneath to spur the
Racers, out to a 7-0 start.
"He did as good a job tonight as
we could ask," Newton said of
Mann. "From a coaching standpoint, it's great to see him playing
with confidence."
After the 7-0 start, Tennessee
State responded with back-to-back
baskets to cut the gap to 7-4, but
Martin then took over the scoring
chores, hitting from 20 feet off a
Mann assist, adding a putback of a
missed shot by Paul King and ripping a 3-point try to move the lead
out to 14-4.
Tennessee State never came
closer than seven points, pulling to
within that margin with 6:26 left in
the half at 29-22 on a golltending
call against the Racers.
A free throw by Martin was followed by a Cherry Valley 3-point
special for a 33-22 lead, and the
Racers went on to pull out to a
43-30 lead on Mann's recordbreaking assist to Foster on the

Racer fast break that ended the
first-half scoring.
The Racers avoided the secondhalf letdown seen in their previous
game through defensive effort,
Newton said. "We asked the guys
to take charge of the game in the
first three minutes of the half."
The Tigers managed only three
points in the first three minutes of
the second half, while the Racers
opened on a King dunk off a Martin assist and a 3-point shot by
Martin for a 48-30 edge.
After a Tiger free throw, Martin
scored from the baseline off a
Mann assist and added a I5-foot
jumper for a 52-31 lead, and Chris
Ogden grabbed a missed Martin
free throw and drove the lane for
the followulik,and 23-point cushion.
TSU cut the gap to 54-37, but a
pair of Martin free throws and a
dunk by Martin off Brooks' assist
at the 13:24 mark raised the stakes
to 58-37.
After Tennessee State's Robert
Neely picked up two of his teamhigh 22 points on a dunk, Jones
answered for Murray with a short
jumper, and the Racer lead stayed
above the 20-point level through
the rest of the night.
The Racers posted their largest

• • •

level," Childers said. "That's when adding two foul shots at the 0:43
mark and ending the half with a
I called the timeout (at 7:09 in the
layup
for the 52-23 lead.
first half) and told them, 'let's play
Smith scored 16 points in the
at our level — don't go out there
first half to close to within one
and feel sorry for anybody.—
point of the coveted 2,000-point
There was little sympathy seen
in the Lady Racer beginning, as plateau, then missed three free
throws in the second half before
Smith's free throw was followed
converting
her fourth chance with
by a 10-foot jumper from Smith
16:30 left in the game.
and a baseline basket from
"It's just another testament to
Wenning.
how
good she's been," Childers
Wenning, who was also 3-for-3
from the line and led the rebound-. said of Smith's latest milestone.
ing department with seven, added a "It's a tribute to her and her teamshot from underneath and a free mates, who get the ball to her and
throw at the 17:55 mark and Julie set screens for her," he added.
Wenning hit from the right basePinson added two more free throws
line
and added a free throw at the
at 17:39. Karen Johnson's short
jumper completed the 12-point 1:49 mark to start the nine-point
surge which closed the first half.
streak at the 16:43 mark.
After cutting the lead to 14-4, Poe finished the streak, hitting
the TSU ladies saw Murray get from near the free throw line,
away with the 11-point streak as
TENNESSEE STATE (50)
Bell 4-10 4-8 12, Thomas 3-13 5-10 11, Hicks
Smith hit an easy breakaway layup 4-10
0-0 9, Gillery 3-9 3-8 9, Wright 3-8 0-1 6,
followed by a 3-point shot. Poe Brockman 1-1 1-3 3, Richard 0-2 0-0 0. Totals
18.-53
13-30 50,
then notched back-to-back jumpers
MURRAY STATE (102)
before a Johnson shot from the
Weaning 10-11 3-3 23, Smith 9-14 4-7 23, Poe
6-10
4-4
16,
4-6 0-0 8, Pinson 2-7 2-2 6,
right fell through for a 25-4 advan- Pierce 2-3 2-2Johnson
6, Ezell 2-5 2-4 6, Huffman 2-4 1-2
tage with 11:04 left in the first.
5, Camp 2-5 0-1 4, Brazee Oi l 0-00. Evilsizer 0-0
0, Eddy 0-2 0-0 0, Williams 0-0 0-0 0. Totals
The 10-point string started with 0-2
40-72 21-31 102.
Pinson scoring on a drive to the
Halftime score- -Murray St_ 52, Tennessee St. 23.
3-point goals--Tennessee St. 1-4 (Hicks 1-3, Bell
hoop and two Poe free throws, with 0-1),
Murray St. 1-2 (Smith 1-1, Bruce 0-1).
Smith adding a 10-foot jumper, Poe Fouled out—Gillery, Pierce. Rebounds--Tennessee
Si,
35
9), Murray Si 44 (Weaning 7).
pulling up to hit from 12-feet out, Assists-(Gillery
Tennessee Si 9(Wright 6), Murray St. 24
and Smith completing the run with (Johnson 8). Total fouls-- Tennessee St. 23, Murray
St. 22. TechnIcal—TSU bench
A - -600.
a layup for a 41-17 edge.

lead of the night on the longest
shot of the game when Doug Gold
stamped an exclamation mark on
the MSU win on his running
75-foot 3-point shot at the buzzer.
The win, coupled with Middle
Tennessee State's 95-84 win at
Austin Peay on Saturday, sets the
stage for a battle for the OVC lead
in tonight's meeting with the Blue
Raiders.
Newton said the Racers would
need "a career game" against the
Blue Raiders, who have had eight
players score 20 points in a game
during the season.
Newton said the Racers are
excited about the challenge. "We
feel like it's an opportunity to
move up a notch," Newton said.
"The way the we're playing shows
the guys have a purpose. We look
forward to it."
TENNESSEE STATE (55)
Neely 8-16 6-9 22, Childs 5-6 2-2 12, Malone
0-3 1-2 I, Doss 1-70-i 2, Smith 1-5 0-I 2, Lester
1-3 3-45, Davis 0-1 0-00, Scott 0-0 0-0 0, Wallace
1-3 0-0 2, Marion 0-31-2 1, Webb 0-3 0-00. LIT
mon 3-8 0-1 8. Totals 20-58 13-22 55
MURRAY STATE 187)
5-7 32, Ogden 3-9 0-0 6, Foster 3-4
0-1 6, Mann 2-3 0-0 4, King 2-5 0-2 5. Robbins 1-1
0-0 3, Cothran 0-1 2-22. Brooks 6-7 3-3 15, Overstreet 1-1 0-0 2, Land 0-0 0-0 0, Gold 0-2 2.21,
Jones 5-6 0-0 10, Totals 35-56 12-17 87
Halftime score- Murray St. 44, Tennessee Si 10
3-point goals- Tennessee Si 2-9 tTillmon 25.
Doss 0-1, Smith 0-3), Murray Si 5-9 (Martin 3-1.
Mann 0-1, King 1-3, Robbins 1-1). Fouled out
None. Rebounds--Tennessee Si 26(Neely, Smith 5
each). Murray St. 36 (Foster 10). Assists
Tennessee St. 9(Smith 3), Murray Si 22 iMann
Total fceals—Tenneasee Si 15, Murray St .10
Tcchnieal—Smith . A-4,000.
Martin 12-17
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Racers, Lady Racers finish busy weekend

Printed T-Shirts
Staff Report
Woodside finished third in the shot weekend as they travel to BloomThe Murray State men's and put. Saleen finished second in the ington, Indiana to compete in the
wOmen's track teams were busy on 400 meter run, while Funderburk Indiana Invitational. Some members of the Racer team will also
the indoor circuit this weekend, as finished second in the 800 and
make the trip up to South Bend to
the Racers competed in the presti- Diane Woodside finished second in
compete in the Notre Dame-MEYO
gious Eastman—Kodak Invitation- the triple jump.
al, while the Lady Racers were batBoth clubs will be in action this Invitational.
tling in the Missouri Invitational.
The Eastman-Kodak Invitational
is part of the Mobil Grand Prix,
considered one of the top 10 meets (Cont'd from page 6)
an 85-79 upset of Louisville, which
in the nation. Itai Illouz was the , LSU an 82-80 victory over second- lOst star center Pcrvis Ellistm to a
only Racer to place, finishing 13th
ranked Georgetown Saturday knee injury just before halftime of
corral', with a school record time
before the largest crowd ever to Sunday's game. Louisville fell to
of 22.00 in the 200 meter dash.
watch a regular-season college seventh.
Leigh Golden and Lonnie
That opened the door for No. 4
basketball game — 66,144 tickets_
Greene also turned in strong perwere sold, the actual attendance Oklahoma to move up to the top
formances, with Golden running a
was 54,321. The victory helped spot for the first time ever. The
7.80 in the 55 meter hurdles, and
move LSU into the rankings at Sooners beat No. 13 Nevada-Las
Greene leaping 21-11 in the long
No.19; the loss dropped George- Vegas 90-88 as Stacey King scored
jump and 48-6 in the triple jump.
a career-high 48 points and Mookie
town to sixth.
The Lady Racers finished third
— At Louisville, Jay Burson's Blaylock made a steal with two
in the Missouri Invitational with a
29 points led No. 15 Ohio State to seconds left.
couple of relay teams leading the
way.
The Lady Racer mile relay fourERAL
some of Val Browser, Nina Funderburk, Kim Koehler and StephaCUSTOMER
nie Sateen finished on top with a
SATISFACTION
time of 3:55.44, while the two mile
1988, 1987 & 1988
team of Browser, Funderburk,
Jackie Murzynowski, and Kathy
Mueller also finished first.
Carroll Mazda
713 e•So
000 Chestnut
Amy Anderson picked up third
in the high jun7, ,while Dawn

Duke runs...
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TRUCKS

1
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Jackets
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OFF
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Balance and more!
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DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
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1203 Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky.
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Miierray Ledger & Times

Extra space needed for Louisville equipment show
If space sales are any indication
of an optimistic farm equipment
industry, then there should be plenty of positive thinkers in Louisville
for the upcoming National Farm
Machinery Show.
"We're mapping out extra space
in the lobbies," said Rick Price,
director of sales for the annual
show.
Price said that exhibit space,
over 700,000 gross square feet, was
all reserved before Thanksgiving.
Even for a giant trade-consumer
show like the NFMS, that was

ahead of the date officials
was hoping for.
The 24th farm machinery extravaganza, along with its 21st annual
Championship Tractor Pull, will be
at Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center in Louisville Feb. 15-18.
Last year nearly 200,000 people
saw the Show and Pull.
Admission is free to the show,
which is open to farmers, dealers
and the general public. Hours will
be .9 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day. Tickets for the tractor pull are all
reserved. Parking at the fairgrounds
weeks

complex is $2.00.
A virtual Who's Who of over
600 top exhibitors from the U.S.
and abroad will bring their latest
goods, representing all facets of the
ag equipment industry. All major
manufacturers of tractors and combines will be joined by makers and
suppliers of implements, hardware,
wagons, buildings. accessories,
chemicals and. seeds.
Aside from machinery, the show
will offer a farm safety exhibit section, with diplays from Purdue and
Kentucky Farm Bureau.

Woodstocking good idea
Homeowners may want to consider stockpiling next year's firewood supply for several reasons,
said an Extension forestry
specialist.

"Because wood usually needs
from six to 12 months to dry properly to achieve maximum heat value, homeowners should purchase
now and provide adiouate cover

WANTED!
THREE RESIDENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR

DEMONSTRATION SWIMMING POOLS

WILL BUILD AT COST PLUS
HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO OWN AMERICA'S FINEST
SWIMMING POOL AT A GREAT SAVING!
..as advertised in House Beautiful magazine...

CALL

1-800-821-3087

during the spring and summer,"
said Doug McLaren, of the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture. This will assure them a
properly dried wood supply readily
accessible at the first signs of cool
weather next fall."
The most important rule when
purchasing firewood is to determine how dry the wood is. Freshly
cut unseasoned wood will not produce the maximum heat when
burned, he said.
"Seasoned wood varies according to the species and drying
methods," he said. "Generally the
wood will have a weathered
appearance, grayish in color, often
with the surface and ends cracked."
If the wood is not properly seasoned, much of the energy released
in combustion will be used in
removing moisture in the wood.
Another important.. characteristic
to look for when purchasing firewood is the heat content of the
wood.
"The denser the wood, the higher
the heat content value," McLaren
said. "Locust, hickory, oak and
beech are denser woods and will
provide more heat perunit volume
than yellow-poplar, red maple or
sycamore."
Smart shoppers will purchase
next year's firewood supply now
when suppliers are clearing their
storage supplies and to insure the
proper seasoning for best results.
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An auxiliary area, "Another
Place to Go", will offer attractions
for women, including General
Cooking School, Color Analysis by
All Seasons, and Cholesterol
Issues, presented by the staff of the
Jewish Hospital, Heart & Lung
Institute. A dining area will alsn
open, as will some merchandise
sales booths. The area, on the second floor Jai Freedom Hall, will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
daily.
Exhibitor Lounges will be provided in both the East and West
Halls for registrants only. There
will be no dealer registration. The
two lounges will include a cash

buffet, bar, telephone and conncierge service.
Farm Industry News will sponsor
two exhibitor message centers in
both lounges. Deutz-Allis and Farm
Industry News will also give away
one replica tractor each hour during
the show. A Grand Prize winner
will receive 100 hours free use of a
Deutz-Allis 6200 Series mid-size
tractor.

The mid-winter show is all
indoors and all on ground level.
Aisle after aisle of showroomquality displays will take up space
in five heated, modern buildings.
Those facilities — the East Wing,
East Hall, West Wing, West Hall

Bovine nutrition necessary
There are plenty of reasons why
farmer's should pay attention to
nutritional needs of their cattle this
winter even though many are short
of hay supplies because of last
summer's drought.
Poor winter nutrition means poor
reproduction, said Roy Burris,
Extension beef specialist with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"It also means a greater number
of health problems and lower
weaning weights for calves," he.
said.
The bottom line of all this is less
income for the farmer.
The 1988 drought will be
remembered as one of the worst in
history. Burris said. It was especially difficult on cattle producers
since it occured in the spring and
early summer when Kentucky pastures usually experience lush
growth.
"Most cattlemen were feeding
hay in June and July, thereby

decreasing their winter hay
reserves," he said. "The most
immediate concern now is to deal
with this feed shortage and insure
adequate supplies of feed to winter
the herd."
The first step. Burris said, is to
inventory the cattle a farmer plans
to winter and estimate the amount
of feed needed to provide for them.
"If you can't feed them, you
don't need to keep them," he said.
"By planning ahead now, changes
can be made to bring the cattle
inventory and feed supply in line."
That planning should include'
testing samples of harvested forage
for nutritive value. Early-cut grass
or grass-legume mixtures may need
only mineral and vitamin supplements. However, low quality hay,
which is commom for many farmers this year, must be supplemented properly for good nutrition.
Unproducive cows should be
culled now to avoid wasting feed.
Burris said. Since the drought
occurred during the breeding seaon,
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Kentucky dairy leaders hope to
increase revenues by some S80
million by forming an organization
aimed at improving efficiency.
"Kentucky dairy production is
behind the national average by
some 3,000 pounds per cow per
year. If we could increase production to the national average, we
could increase revenues to Kentucky by some $80 million each
year," said Bill Crist, University of
Kentucky Extension dairy
specialist.

Crist is working with dairy leaders to organizes the Kentucky
Dairymen's Association. The organization will focus on helping
dairymen increase efficiency and
improve production, he said.
"The potential for substantial
increases in profits is real. Kentucky dairymen using improved
management practices already surpass the national average by some
1,000 pounds of milk per cow and
we feel that most others can
improve production substantially,"
Crist said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Neal Sox Johnson, acting admidrive by the Farmers Home Admi- nistrator of the Agriculture Departnistration to collect more than $8 ment agency, told the Senate
Agribillion in long-overdue accounts is culture Committee's subcomm
ittee
running into administrative snarls on agricultural credit last
week that
that some critics say will be impos- the agency's latest tabulati
on
sible to untangle soon.
showed that 70,747 notices were
Delinquent farm borrowers were sent out by certified mail by FmHA
given 45 days to respond to collec- county offices Nov. 15-25.
tion notices sent in late November.
A total of 34,719, or less than
Farmers had to fill out long forms half, were returned with
requests
and return them to FmHA to qual- for loan servicing under the Agriify for loan servicing.
cultural Credit Act of 1987, which
If the forms were not returned on provides a number of options,
time, borrowers were told they including a write-down of
debt.
could face foreclosure or forced
Johnson told the panel, headed
sale to take care of the debts.
by Sen. David Boren, D-Okla., that
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it had not determined why the
others were not returned. But he
said the 36,028 who did not reply
would be notified again by regular
mail and given a 45-day period in
which to respond.
"We are at the point where our
field staff must analyze those
applications that have been
received so that those borrowers
can receive a decision within 60
days as set forth in the statute,"
Johnson said. "I am sure you
understand the complex nature of
many of these individual cases,
especially those that have been in a
questionable status for a considerable period of time."
Johnson said FmHA was aware
that "farmers need those decisions
promptly in order to make plans for
the coming crop year. He also
noted that FmHA has 183,000
other borrowers who are not delinquent and that those will require
attention for spring planting.
Leland H. Swenson, president of
the National Farmers Union, told
Boren's subcommittee he doubted
that FmHA would be able to process the workload within 60 days
as required by raw and still work
out the best deal for the borrower,
lender and the taxpayer.
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Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Leases Trucks
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If the Kentucky average
improved to the level of Kentucky's more efficient producers, the
increase in revenue each year to the
state would be some S108 million,
Crist said.
The association was discussed at
the Extension sponsored Dairymen's Conference in Louisville.
January 24 and 25, Crist said.
Informal discussion about the
new association with dairy leaders
has been positive, with many quite
enthusiastic about it, Crist said.
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Feed also can be saved by controlling losses during storage and
feeding. Many Kentucky farmers
lose as much as 60 percent of the
nutritive value of their hay. These
losses result from trampling, leaf
shatter. contamination and chemical or physical deterioration.
If inside storage is available or
hay can be covered, nutrient loss
can be minimized. Burris said.
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pregnancy rates were adversely
affected in many herds.
"Cows should be examined for
pregnancy and open cows should
be sold", he said. "This will be an
expensive year to keep freeloaders."
All cattle do not have the same
nutritional needs. he added. Grouping cattle with similar needs and
feeding them accordingly will
make winter feeding more ecoripmical and efficient. Dry cows can
use lower quality hay, and better
hay can be reserved for young
calves and lactating heifers and

Dairy business might increase
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and Pavilion, are all connected to
each other.
The show is one of the largest
events held at the sprawling KFEC
complex. It has a budget of over
$1.75 million and an economic
impact of over S20 million.
The NFMS' Championship Tractor Pull is famous in its own right,
with a reputation as, the first bigscale indoor tractorliull in the U.S.
It is staged in Freedom Hall
coliseum.
Five performances of the pull are
scheduled, including 7:30 p.m.
pulls each night of the farm show,
plus a 1 p.m. pull on Saturday,
Feb. 18. All scats cost $10.00.

SALO.

for farming

OM a err /47 73-3o.

1-800-626 5464
204 W. Railroad Ave
Hazel, KY
753 1933
498-8142

Call Gene
753-2617
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Christopher passes exam
J. Cathryn Christopher, M.D., an
internal medicine specialist, has
successfully completed the national
examination for internal medicine
specialists.
Christopher, who took the exam
in Louisville in September, was
among the 56 percent of those taking the exam to receive a passing
grade.
A native of Murray, she graduated summa cum laude from
Murray State in 1977 and earned a
master's degree in 1979. Continuing her education, she achieved
cum laude standing when she
received a medical degree from
the University of Louisville School
of Medicine in 19g5.

J. Cathryn Christopher

PAGE 9

Christopher served her internship
and residency at the University of
Louisville affiliated hospitals.
In association with Clark Harris,
M.D., Christopher's office is in
Suite 307 of the Medical Arts
Building adjacent to the hospital.
A member of Alpha Omega Alpha Medical Fraternity, she is also a
member of the American Medical
Women's Association Scholastic
Achievement Citation.
Christopher is the daughter of
Maurice and Jule: Christopher.
Her father is a retired MSU chemistry professor and her mother is a
retired agriculture secretary. Ron
Christopher, an attorney in Murray,
is her brother.

Former instructor writes book
Dr. Bob Collins, a graduate and
former faculty member at Murray
State University, has written a
book focused on the need for effective leadership in business.
Titled "Building Leaders for the
New Business Arena", the
176-page hardcover book includes
principles and concepts formulated
from the author's firsthand experience in teaching, coaching, selling,
managing and consulting wtih various organizations.
Collins, whose hometown is Elkton, now lives in FoiL Lauderdale,
Fla., where he has his own speaking and consulting firm. He earned
the B.S. degree at Murray State in
1964 as did his wife, the former
Janice Hill of Metropolis, Ill.

Published by Vision Publishers
Inc. of Fort Lauderdale, his book
predicts that more companies will
fail to reach the 21st century due to
lack of leadership than due to lack
of capital. It advocates the creation
of a leading and learning culture by
tapping the potential of people and
expanding their capacities to think,
learn, create and care.
The author contends that building leaders must quickly become a
strategy for all organizations
because of econdmic necessity. He
distinguishes between managers
and leaders and explains how to
build leaders through the active
participation, support and followup of leading executives.
Collins. who earned the M.S.
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Murray State University President Kala M. Stroup and Robert Best, president of
Texas Gas Transmission
Corp., Owensboro, are shown following a presentation of $30,000 to the MSF Foundation
from Texas Gas
The gift was made to the university's Endowed Chair in Applied Eco”stem
Science and was announced at
a dinner for supporters of the endowed chair. The Foundation has raised S120.000
in its $500,000 fundraising campaign for the chair to match the amount prmided
the Commonwealth of Kentuck.

Hello
Stranger!

YOU GET THEM DIRTY—WE CLEAN THEM
We wash dry & told

Searching for answers to all
those who/whatiwhere questions
about your new cityl
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

ffr0-0/.14it

Suits

Trousers, Skirts (Pleats Extra(
Sweaters, Sportcoats

$300

$1 50
Shirts
5/53"
Bel-Air Laundry & Cleaners

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348

753-5242
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47 Speech
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Pacific sea
52 Declared
54 Therefore
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prefix
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having loud
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61 Calling
63 Avoids
65 Is defeated
• 66 Egger ID
67 Harem room

1 Sajak of
"Wheel of
Fortune'.
4 Hebrew
month
6 Darken
11 Empower
13 One behind
another
15 Article
16 Simplest
18 Sun god
19 You and me
21 Withered
22 Undergarment
24 Masculine
26 The Four —
28 Lamprey
29 Pass over
31 Orderly
33 Again
prefix
34 Ten cents
36 Disturbance
38 Post ID

and Ed.D. degrees at Indiana University and did
research at the University of California at -Los Angeles, was the
diredctor of higher education progras at Murray State from 1959 to
1971.
Copies of his book can be purchased directly from the publisher
or ordered through local
bookstores.
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CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign
Subsidiaries)
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

t STATE

BANK NO

Bank of Murray
CITY

COUNTY

Murray

reilE

Galloway

ZIP

Kent uckY

1

Dottar Amt-tunts

irJE

•

—1-inusands

-

ASSETS

r
,

I Cash and balances due from depository institutions
a Noninterest - bearing balances and currency and coin
b Interest - bearing balances
2 Securities
3 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell in domestic offices -)t
and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs•

cant,

a Federal funds sold

1 a

b Securities purchased under agreements to resell
4 Loans and lease tinancing receivables

fA"

a Loans and leases. net of unearned income
b LESS. Allowance for loan and lease losses
C

4 i•

7D

LESS • Allocated transfer risk reserve

4b

vxv

d Loans and leases net of unearned income.
allowance, and reserve (item 4 a minus 4 b and 4 Cl
5 Assets held in trading accounts

;
•

c

4 d

6 Premisei and fixed assets (including capitalized leases1
7 Other real estate owned
8 Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
9 Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding
10 Intangible assets
11 Other assets
12 a Total assets (sum of items 1 through 11)
b Loans deferred pursuant to 12 U SC 1823 (jI
c Total assets and losses deferred pursuant to 12 U S C 1823(j)(Sum

of ,femr1 '2 a and '2

LIABILITIES

ZA.

13 Deposits'
a In domestic offices
(1) Noninteresting - bearing
(2) Interest - bearing

/

MEW i;

b In foreign offices, Edge and Agreement subsidiaries trio IHFc
(1) Ncininterest - bearing
(2) Interest - bearing
Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreement to repurchase
bank and of Its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in iElFs

14

n 10rh.el

is

a Federal funds purchased

Doctor Reports

"Overweight Patients
Lose Too Much Weight!"
ORANGE, CA — A significant
Free 30 Day Trial Offer
weight loss breakthrough of un.knorex 2000 is so effective and
precedented magnitude has just the results are so astonishing that the
been made. A new bioactive diet pill manufacturer is offering a 30 day
program containing amazing free trial If you postdate your check
"E.A.B. Plus" has been perfected a full 30 days, it will be held to let
and is being marketed under the you prove to yourself that you can
tradename Anorex 2000 fm.
safely lose all the weight you want. If
Researchers are calling it the you are not 100% satisfied with the
"diet miracle of the '90s." Anorex remarkable change you see in the
2000 with "E.A.B. Plus" actually mirror, lust return your Anorex
turns the body into a "fat burning 2000 and your check will be desmachine" which -consumes its own troyed uncashed. You have no risk stored fat, flab and cellulite thus you can't lose monv.:, only years of
shedding pounds and inches like unwanted fat and years off your
magic. A panel of leading U.S. doc- appearance.
tors and health experts found
Send check or money order for
Anorex 2000 "safe for effective $36.45 k*S3.50 for shipping and handweight loss." However it is an ling) for a 30 day supply or $64.00
extremely powerful anorectic - (+$3.501 for a 60 day supply to
instructions should be followed Anorex 2000, 5459 Triumph St.,
carefully.
Commerce, CA 90040, Dept. 023.
For fastest service for credit card
Expense Delays Marketing
Anorex 2000 was developed after orders ONLY simply call Anorex
years of expensive research. Conse- 2000 - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
quently it is not cheap - but it works! TOLL FREE: 1-800-633-2222,
As one doctor commented, "My Ext. O2,and use your VISA, Masterpatients would pay many times the Card or American Express. Sorry, no
cost of Anorex 2000 to finally lose all CODs.
the weight they want and need to
(Note: Betuse Anorex 2000 is
lose - to finally realize their dreams such a powerful weight loss comof a thin, beautiful, healthy body. pound, doctors have advised the
Some of my overweight patients manufacturer to sell no more than one
actually lost too much weight with 60 day supply per customer.)
Anorex 2000."
1-800-613-2222
r 1989

'44

b Securities sold under agreements to repurchase
15 Demand notes issued to the U S Treasury

a__

16 Other borrowed money
17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under captialized teases
18 Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstanding
19 Notes and debentures subordinated to deposits
20 Other liabilities
21 Total liabilities (sum ol items 13 through 201
22 Limited - lile preferred stock
EQUITY CAPITAL
23 Perpetual preferred stock (No of shares outstanding
24 Common stock (No of shares a Authorrzed
b Outstanding
25 Surplus
26 Undivided profits and capital reserves
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adiustments
28 a Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 271

26

b Losses deferred pursuant to 12 U SC 1823 al
c Total equity capital and losses deferred pursuant to 12 U SC 182301 isum of Terns 28 a and 28
29 Total liabilities,
- life preferred stock, equity capital. and losses deterred pursuant to
12 u S C 1823g)(sum of items 21. 22. and 28 c)

29 b
28 c

28 a

MEMORANDA Amounts outstanding as of Report Date
1 a Standby letters of credit. Total
b amount of Standby letters of credit in memo 1 a conveyed to others IhrOogh participations
NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officerisi and attested by not less than three directors
IAN., tie unClerSlip
OS), 00 hereby declare that
0
Ii trua to the best or my (ourEknowle
and beVef
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the
Murray Ledger & Times
Care
of Thanks

OPEN For Business
Grande Miller's Country
Bakin'l Homemade breads
and pasteries No mixes or
preservatives 641 South to
Puryear 140 West to 69
South to Solos Mkt 140
West 1 14 mile to Bakery
Open Monday- Saturday
noon, 8a m -6p m Ph
901-782-3412 John &
Irene Miller, Cottage
Grove, Tn

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355
cn•mrley
Cleaner
F.fe Box Repair
•-iper Installation
an B•rd
•

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$3 50 per 50 ft reel, tape
GLID ,EN Latex wall paint, included Also, slides, necan $29 99 Get at gatives and photographs
5
Blacti s Decoranng Center. Free pick-up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell, Video
4th St , Murray
701
Production Specialties
759-9246

AC Service
Company

NEED to carpool Murray
area to Paducah Monday
Friday Latest In 8a m
Earliest Out 4 30p m Call
489-2858 after 6 30p m

Roofing, electrical
service, appliance
repair. 24 hour
service All work

Adult Children
of Alcoholics
Come experience !hi.
serenity of listening to
others who share your
unique fears and feel
ings. Grow with us as we
develop insights anc
-peewees-to-issues of control, intimacy, insecurity,
rigidity, etc.

guaranteed

Free Estimates

436-2919
HAIRCUTS etc Shampoo
Winter Sale' Any Scruples
leader $1095 Value up to
$1700' Dixieland Center.
753-6745

Call 753-8494
befenson 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

CANCER
N••:( - HANCE

COMING SOON'
NORTHWOOD
STORAGE

to apply
It your present polii
is over 5 years old.
71-10; !1(rt 'over

Unit Sizes
.lerrN NluConnell
Insurance
'753-4199
Iree local (faint ...nut'

For Information
Ph. 753-8251
753-4496

HEALTH INSURANCE

SENIORS
Come shore your
thoughts and feelings
with us about this
special time of your
life with its unique
issues, pleasures and
stressors. Comfortable coring environment to stretch your
mind.'
Call 753-8494
between 8 am.-5 p.m.

If it has anything to do with Major
Medical Insurance, Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance. we write it and one of our
companies writes more Individual
Guaranteed Renewable Health Insurance than any A - Best rated Company in America.
We represent 7 "A" Excellent and
"A "Superior Best rated companies
to offer you the best possible rate and
be
Our local staff includes:
Sharon McConnell, Licensed Agent
Tracy McKinney, Licensed Agent
Jerry McConnell. General Agent

Career
Opportunities
Bennett & Assoc. will be adding
two salespeople to their staff — No
overnight travel. Business experience preferred. but not
necessary. Excellent training
program-good benfits. Successful
candidate can expect to earn
$25,000-$40.000

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Send resume to:
P.O. Sox 509
Murray, Ky. 42071

753-4199
1-1 i\--F cAN6 1-100tE/
:ti
HOME ICE
•

Card of Thanks
The family of
Hardy Pierceall
would like to thank
their friends in
and
Murray
Calloway County
for the prayers.
cards and letters
The transplant was
and
successful
home
is
he
recouperating.

?WNW.

(How COUP ANYONE
( HAVE A MORE
BORING LIFE?

ToPAY'5 THE PAY TWEEZE )
mt.+ EAR wol1E15!)
_____-.
•

GuEs
ANYNING tEPossiBLE

You WA t-J T ME To
PRESS AIJD GO OUT
IN THE COLD BECAUSE
YOU AND YOUR 1706
ARE HUNGRY

• nsQ ONG TO
mAiE A COUTES"- TS'
s•
r.,E IiN
tiEsS

AND ZuR Yi00E5T mu5B4Nr7.
You RISKED 'CUR LIFE T4KON6
/AY LETTER TO
PRESIDENT BRUNH

TAE LICE REAL.LY
VELIY SIMP.E

IV NAME AaySELF
IF ANY NARA', CAME
T.

The family of
James Lee Bean
would like to express our appreciation to everyone
who helped during
our loss.
Dr.
Robert
Hughes,
Dr.
Winkler and the
3-West nurses at
Murray-Callowa-y
County Hospital,
thank you for all the
care and extra time
you took to make
things easier.
Miller Funeral
Home
we
will
always remember
the personal touch
given,
so
that
everything could be
just as he wanted it.
Bro. Reid Bennett
and Jerry Bolls.
your being there
during that final
good-bye means so
much to us.
Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ,
thank you for each
expression of sympathy. The prayers
& the phone calls
were very gracious.
We would like to
thank everyone for
the
food,
the
prayers and the
beautiful flowers.
Each one of you
made this time a little easier for us.
The Family of
James Lee Bean

LOST- Left horn pen east o
Almo, matching pair q
male beagles, black and
tan with white One has
white bald face If anyone
has information please call
753-7826 or 753-4099.

Help
Wanted

AT OTHER RINKS TI-ler
PLAY THE NATIONAL_ ANTHEM
BEFORE THE &AME

HuNCII!,

OUTC/F
BEE !LE, %'E
PuI4 OVER TO
);•JF P. 4^..1 L L VOU

CARD OF THANKS

OSAi

THE WiNNER Gr'S

, To Keel,uts JOE,

9EEN OF RYA PRESiDE NT ,6REETED
BY A PRESIDENT. tfow Aeoui
THAT 2
DON'T 41,40z
01.1.6.-I.IT'5 REALLY
FOR 'KV ,'MOCIIEST
NuSDIANO."

Help
Wanted

Business
Opportunity

GOVERNMENT Jobs'
$18,037 to $69,405 Immediate Hiring' Your area Call
(Refundable)
1 518 459-3611 Ext F-973
for Federal List 24 Hrs

COMMERCIAL property
for sale prime location for
grocery store, antiques or
arts & crafts For more incall
formation
502 354 6075

REGISTERED
PHARMACIST
Murray
Calloway
County Hospital has
an excellent opportunity for a registered

pharmacist.
Apshould
plicants
possess a current Kentucky license and have
experience in retail
and/or hospital en-

10:
Murray Calloway.
County Hospital
803 Poplar St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
E0E
LPN Part-time position for
evening and night shift at
Britthaven of Benton Good
salary Apply in person or
call Monday- Friday
8a m -4p m. Britthaven of
Benton, US 641 South,
1-527-3296 E0E/M/F
MATURE, personable
receptionist/ secretary for
well ettablished local business. Send resumes to
P 0 Box 1040-G, Murray
PAINT TECHNICIAN.
Progressive Western Kentucky plastics manufacturer
presently seeking a paint
technician. Individual must
have either B S in electronics or industrial technology
with PLC programming experience Painting experience would be a plus, but
not necessary Send resume with salary history to.
Auto Style Inc. P 0 Box
985, Hopkinsville, KY
42240
PERSON to stock and
clean store Must have
some experience in this
work Call 753-0839 for
interview

2 OR 3 bedroom,furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
NICE 2 bedroom 2 bath,
central gas heat Also 2
bedroom 1 bath 641
North References deposit 753 3942

Heating
Arid Cooling
ASHLEY wood furnate
60,000 BTU) Used 14
days Too small for my
house $600 ($893 new)
Call (901)247-3394 after
4p m

Farm
Equipment
Train for Careers In
• AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
HOME STuDyrrEs TRAINING
•fiNANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•JOA PLACEMENT ASSIST

•
.7 .
Train to be a ProlessSonal
.SECRETARY
'EXECUTIVE SEC.
.WORD PROCESSOR
.0ME STuCY AFS TRAININq
•F1NANCIAL AID AVAIL
-JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
'HE r-4ART SCHOOL
a ON of A C T Corp
N.0, hdqlra, Pompano Bch FL

Want
To Buy
FRAME mounted trade
hitch for pick-up truck class
3 759-4905
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condition. Call 1-800-443-7740.
WANT to buy Raw Furs
Stanley Owen McClellan,
Pulaski. IL 618-342-6316

Articles
For Sale
1981 YAMAHA 650 Special, 2 new Vetter helmets
Pay off note 7x9 metal
garage door, windows
$50 753-6911

$450 per 100 payment WANTED someone to
guaranteed Easy as- keep 6 month old in my
sembly work at home mak- home in Kirksey area For
ing small decorative toss information call 489-2633
pillows torus We supply all or 753-1628
material and pay shipping
FREE INFO Send a
Situation
stamped, self-addressed
Wanted
envolope to Coast Ent.
Dept 102, Biltmore St.,
PSL,FL, 34984 or call
407-335 0456

9' SLIDE -in camper. selfcontained, $700 13 ton log
splitter, belt drive, $700
753-7783 after 5p m

2 USED typewriters, hea
ter, portaterre 762-6666

AMERICAN made leather
work boots, camoflage
army pants and shirts and
all kinds of rubber boots
Jerry's Sporting Goods,6th
& Walnut St. Mayfield, KY,
247-4704
BEAUTY Shop equipment
and suntan bed, 4 years
old 753-0658 after 5p m
BEAUTY shop and equipment for sale Moveable
building 489 2818
METAL ironing board pad
and cover, like new, $15
Cabinet top ironing board,
pad and cover, $3 1' sq
Tipan electric heater with
Ian. $5 759-1073

I3USINESS space office o
store space at Southside
Shopping Center
NEW Holland square baler, 753-9386 or 753-4509
model 316 492 8659
Apartments
For Rent

USED Fender Squire Stra
tocaster guitar and 50 watt
Marshall amp with reverb
and channel switching Excellent condition, $550 for
both. 753-5063

kascellaneous
CARPETING: 16 sq yds
high quality blue shag, 18 5
sq yds gold shag Both like
new. $3% sq yd. each Will
deliver in town 759 4808.
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436-2758
GO carts, go carts, go cartsl
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759 9831
LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Aaee Portable Building s , Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831.

SEASONED firewood
436-2744
WE service all brands of
kerosene heaters and carry
a full line of parts Keith's
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759-9831
WICKER, all kinds, guns,
1977 Cordoba 5700; 1967
Mustang, 1974 3/4 Ford
pick-up $750. Alaskian Malamute puppies, Poodle
puppies, 1976 Chevy van
$2.100, 15 boat 753-6438

Business
Services

ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING
IRS Refund Avg. 18 Day
Filed Direct With IRS
Computer Accurate Filing
Prices starting at $10
AVAILABLE AT:
JOYCE NOEL TAX SVC
Norsworthy Road
489-2440
OR
MIKE HODGE TAX SVC
Southside Shopping Ctr
759-1425

FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
like houses complete
electric in every way 2 TVs,
color Mobile homes 3 lots
for sale with complete
Mobile
hook-ups for mobile
Homes For Sale
homes Rare Doberman
pinchers, fond and rust 14x70 2 BEDROOM 2
color, AKC registered 2 bath, shingle roof, wood
mobile homes You have to siding, newly remodeled
see to believe' Call for an Call after 5 30p m
489 2737
appointment 492-8806
SMALL sofa, 18" round
tables plus cloths to fit,
electric broom, metal coat
rack, metal folding chairs, 4
fiberglass chairs, 105 cu
ft refrigerator, dinette set,
fiberglass folding doors
22'x10' Call 753-5950

Business
Rentals

50 MASSEY Furguson
tractor 753-5463 or
753 0144

1-800-327-7728

SECURITY Officer part3 IMMEDIATE positions time available, no experiavailable secretary, com- ence required, will train
puter operator and seams- Retired military encourtress. Apply in person after aged to apply Apply in
9a m. starting Monday at person 58 Murray Guard
Bold Dr , Jackson, TN
308 Main St
668-3121 EOE
Liquidators.

BABYSITTER needed in WILL sit with elderly
or sick,
my home to care for 2
night or day Call anytime
children Monday. Friday
753-0785
6 30a m -4p m 436-5849
WILL stay with sick or elBONUS INCOME Earn
derly, do some domestic
$200-$250 weekly Mailing
work, run errands Excel1989 travel brochures For
lent references and experimore information send
ence Either shift day or
stamped envelope to INC
night Call anytime If no
P0 Box 2139, Miami, Floranswer, call later as I am
ida 33261
not gone for long
DID Christmas get you be- 753-4590
hind', Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or part
Business
time Earn up to 50%1 Call
Opportunity
today 753 0171
ALMO Heights grocery
EXECUTIVE Secretary for available February 1 Will
local office excellent sec consider lease with option
retanal skills and ability to to buy Also house and
work without supervision large lot adjoining property
salary commensurate with 753 5358
skills and experience Send
resume to P 0 Box METAL BUILDING MANUFACTURER will develop
1040-E. Murray KY 42071
dealer in select open areas
FEDERAL state and civil soon Starter ads training
service jobs Now hiring
and engineering support
Your area $13,500 to provided Custom Build$59,480 immediate open- ings our specialty Call for
ings Call 1-(315)733-6062 application 303-759-3200
Ext OF 2558
Ext 28

SEALLY Posture Pectic
twin mattress, box springs
and frame Extra nice $75
753-5691

WATERBED queen size
with headboard, tree flow
IF you would like to own mattress adjustable heayour own buisness now is ter, excellent condition
the time' Changes are be- Must sell* Best offer
ing made with Diet Center 753-6593 or 759-4187
that will mean a business
boom Personal commitSewing
ments are forcing sale For
111senlhes
additional information respond 'to P0 Box 115,
SINGER sewing machine
Hazel, Ky 42049
and cabinet fully guaranteed, full cash price $49 50
Call Martha Hopper
354-6075
InstnIctIon

vironment. Excellent
salary and benefits.

Interested applicants
should send a letter of
rnterest and resume

Mobilo
Homes For Rent

1974 FLEETWOOD 24x60
doublewide, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths 753-0212
1979 FLEETWOOD all
electric, 14x70, 3 bedroom.
2 bath, underpinning outside storage building, front
porch Days 753 7114
Nights 492-8642

1 AND 2 bedroom apart
ments furnished, close to
university and hospital,
some utilities paid
753-8756 or 753-4012
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment '4 mile from
campus. water paid, $170
per month, no pets, no
children 753-5980

36
at
16
75
Pr
1
$4
IN
2
$1
a
Co
7
KO
a
Es
se
all
fr
711
tent
We
Rea

1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753-4109
ENERGY efficient 2 bedroom duplex in Northwood
on quiet dead end street
Carpet, central heat & air,
appliances furnished No
pets Deposit and lease required 753-7185
FURNISHED 1 bedroom
apartment close to MSU,
deposit, no pets Call after
4p m 753 6564
FURNISHED apartment for
rent no utilities girls only
Call after 7p m 753-0017
MUR-Cal apts Northwood
Or 1. 2 or 3 BR Now
renting Equal Housing Op
portuney 759 4984

RES
on
ri
753
8p m

20 A
room
MOT
MORI
age
Sout
Only
pleas
492

NICELY furnished 1, 2, 3 or
4 bedroom apartments and
room for rent Located near
campus
Daytime
753-6111. night 753-0606
SMALL 1 room efficiency
apartment $95' month, water paid 7535g80
SUPER clean duplex,
energy efficient, central
HP, concrete parking Also
2 bedroom apartment, appliances furnished Coleman RE 753-9899
TAKING applications for
Section 8 Rent Subsidized
apt 1, 2 or 3 BR Apply
Hilldale Apts . Hardin, Ky
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
TWO 2 bedroom apartments for rent No pets
753-0521 before 3 30p m

2 BEDROOM lake front
house for rent in Pine Nut
Shores. $250 a month plus
deposit 753 9386 or
753-4509
2 or 3 BEDROOM house
with garage 3 miles on 94
East, stove and refrigera
tor, no pets, adults pre
terred Call 753-3450

'87 T.
87 •
87
87 G
87 D
87 C

3 BEDROOM 27, bath
brick, gas heat, garage, 5
miles out, $250/ month
Couple or family preferred
753-7522
NEAT d bedroom home in
super neighborhood 1000
Sharp 753-1222

87
87 Pi
D,
8/ P1

NICE 2 bedroom carpeted.
stove, refrigerator, washer/
dryer hook-up,bath with
shower Deposit, references 641 North, vacant
753-3942

For Rent
Or Leese
1984 BROADMORE trailer
14x54 2 bedroom, 2 large 100 ACRES of land for rent
Write to P 0 Box 1040 B,
decks, A 1 Fox Meadows
or Murray KY 42071
WOOD stove, excellent 759 4 4 5 5
condition Also 6 ricks of (618)949 3866
FOR Lease Business
wood Bunk beds, like new
1985 TRAILER 14x66, space, office or retail, good
436-2337
with furniture, refrigerator, location, price negotiable
and.dryer, in park $11,000 489 2633
firm 753 6726
Horn*
Furnishings
1988 14x70. 2 BEDROOM.
For Saie
2 bath all electric, CA &
Or Lew
GOOD clean bed, mat
CH, wall to wall carpet,
tress, box springs, $75
blinds and curtains, GE LEASE To Buy beautiful 3
Very nice matching chair,
stove/ refrigerator. D/W, bedroom house in Panorsofa, love seat. earthtories
underpinned and winter- ama Shores, fireplace.
$225 489 2792
Call
ized. 9x12 deck By ap- other extras
INTERSPRING mattress pointment 7513-2922. ask (901)479-2604 after 5p m
for Tom, after 6p m
and box springs, $35
753-7124
753-3974
Uvistock
MOVING SALE' Apartment
I Supplies
full of furniture dining room
Mobile
table and 4 chairs, Irving
MENTAL and Simbrah
Homes For Rent
room set with a love seat
Performance 8 se
and matching chair. 2 end 2 BEDROOM trailer in city men tested Excellent qual
tables arid matching coffee
imes, adults only, no pets ity $650 & up Cadiz. Ky
table Call 753 8200
753 9866
522-7630

WE have most any type of
electric motor for sale We
also repair electric motors
Dill Electric 753-1577

to

X

86 Ch
86'2
'85 01
85 Ch
84 Ply
84 Ca
84 Ch
84 Ca
'84 Nis
84 Cell

-4
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3394 after

office 0
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3.1
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Murray
nt 2 bedorthwood
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bedroom
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'53-0017.
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:R Now
sing Op
:4.

Mrray Ledger 84 Times

A90

370
• Jumeshed
• Some new
atural gasconditioned
753-5209

Livestock
& Supplies

Lots
For Sale

BRED gilts, $135 Will pig
753 3625 or
soon
436 2843

NICE large corner lot near
university 753-3349

Ian

460

Pets
Supplies

Homes
For Sale

CHAMPION bloodline
Chinese Sharpei puppies
for sale Only 2 left
1 247 8834

3 BEDROOM Kentucky
Lake home near Pine Crest
Resort Quiet and private
setting, for sale or lease
Owner financing, low down
payrrtent and low monthy
payments (502)442-5647
3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room.
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000 Call 753 1203

36x60 METAL shop and lot
at Poor Farm Rd and North
16th Ext $18,000 Call
759-9404 or 753-7975
FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apartments.
1 block from campus
$42,000, call 753-1203

3 BEDROOM house in
Hazel, carpet very nice.
Will sell for pay off
492-8755

INVESTMENT properties
2 brick duplexes, rented
$1,160 monthly Buy them
and we'll manage them
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

3 BEDROOM 1 bath
24x24 garage on 1 acre,
approximately 5 miles out
of Murray Call after 7p m
437-4854

KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes,
all prices. 753-1222, toll
free 1-800-251-HOME Ext
711L for courteous, competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

3 BEDROOM brick, carport, FHA, VA, K H C
financing aveilable, tittle or
no down payment Coleman Real Estate 753-9898

WALK to the lake putter in
your garden or play in your
workshop Country living
should be like this Only
$37,200 Call MTG Better
Homes & Gardens today at
753-4000

70
Motorcycles
1987 YAMAHA 4-wheeler
350 Warrior, new chain,
sprocket and 2 new tires,
excellent condition $1,900
Also 1987 Banshi, excellent condition After 5p m
call 489 2706

4140
Lots
Fot Sale

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, in
town $29000 753-0659

RESIDENTIAL lots for sale
on Sunset Blvd Loch Lomend and Broach St
753-4782 No call after
8p m

LAKEFRONT 3 bedroom
brick home with additional 1
bedroom apartment Beautiful view on a gently sloping
lot All at an unheard of
price of $56,500. Call MTG
Better Homes & Gardens at
753 4000 today'
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom
country home, ideally located near city For Mom
over20 feet of counter
space in kitchen For Dad8 7 beautiful acres with a
year round spring Call
MTG Better Homes & Gardens at 753 4000

20 ACRE farm with 3 bed
room home 2 baths, dining
room, den, utility, hobby
room or office, double garage. Good neighborhood,
Southwest school district
Only serious inquiries
please, 753-7114 days, or
492-8642 nights .

490
Used
Cars
Need An xtra Car
For A Few Days?
Rent From Gene At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

1987 TAURUS GL, burgundy, tilt steering, cruise,
AM-FM premium sound,
60'40 seats, 4 door, like
new 437-4723"
1977 CUTLASS Salon,
fully loaded, sharp, good
condition $2,000 or best
offer 753-7558
1980 BUICK LeSabre 4
door, 350 engine, automatic, air 436-2837

duplex,
central
ng Also
ent, ap. Cole.

1979 FORD F-250 Club
Wagon Chateau window
van 4 captains chairs and
rear seat bed, good condition 753-9794.

NewS Used
Executwes &
c'rod,a^, Verc'es
901.642.3900

1983 Z-28 red, 50,000
miles loaded $6,500 Call
492-6873 or 753-0327

1984 Z-28. t-tops, 48,000
miles, loaded, $6,500 Or
with Rockford Fosgate stereo system $7.350
753-8730 or 753-6965
1985 BUICK LeSabre Limited 4 door, loaded, extra
nice car, $6,000 759-9698

apart0 pets.
-30p.m.

1985 MIDNIGHT blue Audi
5000-S electric sunroof,
cruise, power windows &
mirrors, climate control,
plush interior, new radial
tires, 60 K miles, $8,500 or
best offer Call Reed Hayes
1-901-642-0507

1983 FORD Escort GT,
turbo engine 1970 Mach h
Ford Mustang, 351 Cleveland engine Call after
6p m 437-4327

CUTLASS
1 98 4
Brougham white with burgundy half top, loaded
753-7630

ons for
bsidized
' Apply
din, Ky.
using

1988 FORD Thunderbird
for sale by owner, loaded
100,000 mile warranty below book price Call after
7p m 759-9963

1982 REGAL T-tops fully
loaded, extra nice car, must
sell 759-1543 or 753-0509

1984 CUTLASS Ciera LS,
4 door, light blue, cruise,
power locks, tilt, V-6, FMAM,$3,500. 759-1094 after
6p m

-fficiency
•nth was

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN

USED running Chevy engines 400 small block,
350's, 307, 409 truck, 292
truck 6. Truck and car
transmissions, clutches,
rear ends Positrac's, loose
heads, crankshafts, pistions, fly wheels; all components. Car and truck body
pieces Truck motors, trans
for Dodge, Ford, Internetion. Tires, wheels. Re-ring
engines and valve lobs. Will
install! Will trade' Mostly
Chevy Shop, 641 North,
next to Pet-Tro Gas.
753-4184.

OM.

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

'87 Camry LE
house
. on 94
frigera
ts pre
0

'87 Nissan Maxima
'87 Grand Am
'87 Dodge Dakota
'87 Corolla FX

bath,
age, 5
month
:ferred

'87 Toyota Axil
'87 Pontiac Firebird Pro Art
'87 Dodge Dakota

• em
1000

'87 Plymouth Horizon

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'3287 24mo
'11,987 49 mo
'13,487 48 rno
'8987 48 rno
'8987 46 MO
'9887 4,8mo
'9987 cmo
'12987 4arno
18987 48 rrio
5987 .48 rno

'87 Toyota Tercel

132'
25800*
315'
200'
200'
217"
215"
2880**
200"
125***

(1) it05

495

van KING Cab Datsun
tan 1 owner, very good
60,000+ miles $3,700
753 4747

'6987
'6987
'7987
'12,487
'4487
'9887
'6487
111,981
'7987
'9387

'87 Chevy Celebrity
'87 Dodge Omni
'87 Ford Ranger XII P.U.
'86 Olds 98 Regency
'86 Isuzu
'86 Honda Prelude
'86 Toyota Corolla LE
'86 128 lroc
'86 Toyota LWB P.U.
.86 Chevy C10 P.U.

155"'
48mo 15504*
40 mo 178"
48mo 270"
42 rno 112'
42 mo 243"'
42 mo 16000 *
42mo 286"
48 MO 1730
"
42 mo 228"
48mo

Services
Offered

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436 2811

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

ALLEN'S Tree and Landscaping Service Free estimates. Hauling • mulch,
manure, gravel, dirt
753-8619 or 753-6951 after
5p m 753-2332- 24 Hour
answering service

LICENSED electrician, re
sidenfial and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural ano
Fred's Repair
LP
753-7203

APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, dis
posals, ranges, ovens, re
frigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained. The Ap
pliance Works, Dr Rob Ma
son Rd , Hwy 783,
753-2455.

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping pruning tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your pro
tection 'Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

WILL do plumbing installa
tion & repairs All guaran
teed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 or
LICENSED Electrician, 753-1308
Doug Jones Electric. Residential wiring and electrical •
and electric motor repairs
Call
No rewinding
759-4751
753-5562 if no answer
753-6078, 753-0996

GENERAL repair- Carpentry, plumbing, roofing, yard
and tree work, wood- $25 a
rick Call 436-2642

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service 759-1835

GLASS Repair and Re-plvement Work - auto
&ass, store fronts plate
glass. window glass, mirror
plexiglass, insulated glass,
tempered glass, glass table
tops, display cases. storm
windows, doors tinted and
safety- glass M & G Complete Glass Company, Di
xieland Center 753-0180

REDING and Carter's complete mobile home repairs
service Call 492-8806 for
estimate

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing. concrete 'Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973

QUALITY construction, repairs and alteration Free
estimates Call G & A
436-2617

HECK

1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck - new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition 345-2561

WET BASEMENT? W•
make wet basements dry
Work completely guarar
teed Call or write Morgu
Construction Co Rt 2, a
409A, Paducah Ky 420'
or call 1 442-7026

GOOD ouahty tall cut
fescue and clover ba4:d
hay $1 75 per
753 8673

BLUE Healer male
months old 43..9

7

FREE to good home
month old i, ''"
breed All
moving 753

3

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINET:
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of
Custom

S

Woodworking

Kitchen & -Bath Cabinets
•Drop by

see our shr,00rpor
,

le
'
ak -

I\111''""NonG•leila.-•'A

•

box, 23,XXX miles SUPER
NICE' Call 753-9379 before 11a m or 753-5904
after 6p m
1987 S-15 SMC Jimmy
fully loaded, blue/ silver 2
tone, 26,000 actual miles, 1
owner 759-1543 or
753-0509
1988 FORD Ranger. V-6,
4x4, 12,000 miles Would
consider trade. Call after
5p m 753-3672

OUR

SPECIALS!
TOYOTA QUALITY SERVICE
OIL CHANGE WITH FILTER
-Includes up to 5 quarts of oil
and genuine Toyota
double-filtering oil filter_
-Complete under-the-hood
check of all belts, hoses and
fluid levels,

Home for Sale
on 94 East

2

$19.13
TOYOTA QUALITY SERVICE
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
TUNE-UP

'

Must
s 1 8 000

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE'
THERE S NC
•
"3--)y

Pay '1.000 Down
Will finance '17,000
For 12 Years at 233.69 Per Month
With 13'.: APR

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
515 South 12th
Murray Ky, 42071
753-4961

Call Casey at manSr',7759-4941

Fluid Change

$13.00

TOYOTA QUALITY

•

520
Boats
& Motors

Dial-A-Service

1985 18' BASS boat with
150 Mariner Magnum motor Call after 6p m
759-4936
1988 178 PRO Craft competitive bass boat XR-2
Mercury, 12-24 Mercury
trolling motor, jack plate
turbo prop, Lowrance electronics, garage kept.
759-1094 after 6p m
1988 RANGER 364
Yamaha Pro-V 150
loaded must sell $15,000
753-0504

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police

911

911

Murrayn

Home & Auto
Phone
Tiutelki) 753-2571

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

RANDY THORNTON HATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trona and Carrier dealer
for solos and service In Murray
and Calloway County

New 1989 Tercel EZ

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

TRANI
-,.a.- ;net* 1.6110,

802 Chestnut

peted,
asher/
with
referacant

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474 2366
or 437-4113

TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
installed- phones moved residence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753 2220

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South

FOR most any type drive
way white rock also any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763

14' 1985 POLAR Craft 72"
beam jon boat with a 1980
35HP electric start Johnson
motor 436-2765

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

Services
Offered

TOYOTA PARTS AND SERVICE

1984 CHEVROLET S-10
Call after 4p m 435-4151

1985 FORD Ranger fuel
injection, 4 cylinder, AMROLL Back! 1977 GMC: FM radio, $3,250
454 engine, automatic, PS, 437-4449 after 5p m
PB. A/C, cruise control with
Jurdan steel rollback bed, 2 1987 JEEP 4x4 Phone
car hauler, 90% rubber, 1 489-2273
owner Truck in A-1 work- 1987
NISSAN hardbody
ing condition! $9,500. Call standard
pick-up - fuelfor details (901)986-4434. injected, 4 cylinder, air, tool

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY
e front
ne Bluff
th plus
86 or

GOVERNMENT SEIZED
Vehicles from $100 Fords
Mercedes Corvettes
Chevys Surplus Buyers
Guide
687 6000
Ext S-8155

A 1 TREE Service and
stump removal Your professional tree service All
types, removal topping
feeding Free estimates
50 bucket truck and chipper Call 753-0906

Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

1984 CORVETTE 31,000
miles, mint condition, new
tires, all the extras. $14,500
firm 753-8848 before
8 30p m

1,2, 3 or
ents and
:ted near
:ytime
53-0606

Used
Cars

1986 PLYMOUTH Voyager
mini van, reduced to
$5,800 Extra nice 1983
1986 CUTLASS Ciera ElDorado Cadillac, $5,500
Brougham fully loaded, 759-9698
low miles, sharp car, 1
1988 SUBURBAN 12,000
owner 759-1543 or
miles, loaded, $17,500
753-0509
753-4389 or 753-5960
1986 OLDSMOBILE Calais
Supreme, 3 liter V-6, fully
loaded, $7500. 753-5005
8A M.-5P.M., 474-2355 after 5P M.
1974 TOYOTA pick up
1986 TEMPO GL red, air, $795 See Ben Nix
stereo tape player, automa- 753-1372
tic. 26,000 miles, excellent
condition 759-9593
, 1979 DODGE pick-up Adventure SE, PS, PB, air,
1987 CHEVY Nova: 4 door, automatic, V-8, $1,600
air conditioning, 5-speed 753-0329 or 759-1217
manual transmission, AM/
FM cassette deck Phone 1980 JEEP Renegade•
WSJP 753-2400, ask for black with black hardtop,
rebuilt V-8 with under
Pete
20,000 miles, new tires,
carpeted interior, good condition. 753-0638 after 5p.m.
Now It's

502-753-2617

3 BEDROOM brick. Large
outbuilding with garage and.
workshop, just outside city
limits Priced to sell' Call
Hal at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors. 753-1492

530

+190

Used
Cars

Vow

BORDERS Cycle and ATV
Center Used ATVs, parts,
service, accessories and
tires. 200 North Main, Benton, Ky 502-527-1680
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753-5131

em

753-8181

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control
753-7588

General House
and
Office Cleaning

Air, AM/FA/1 Stereo

$7733

7 years experience
References

753-9841

Center Dr off 641 N

Boston Tea Party)
M-F 8-5
'Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes 'Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck rods and tailgate guards
(Behind old

759-1578
TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

rent
40-B,

8b Chrysler LeBaron
'86 Chevy Celebrity

ness
good
able

'86'2 Toyota Supra
"85 Olds Cutlass Supreme
'85 Chevy Conversion Van
'84 Plymouth Conquest
'84 Cadilac El Dorado
'84 Chevy S-10 Ext Cab

ful 3
norace,
all
. m.

"84 Cam,/
'84 Nissan 4X4
'84 Celica GT
'88 '87 '86

12.O

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'
'6987 42 mo 17200
'5987 42 mo 142"
'14,900 48mo 320"
'7487 42 mo 183"
'9887 36 mo 271"
'5887 36 mo 165"
'8487 36 mo 24000'
'5487 36mo 15500*
'6987 '16 no 19200*
'7687 36 mo 21200'
'5987 Arta 167"
'85 '84 '83

84 Dodge Convertible
83 Ford P U
83 SWB Chevy P U
'83 Buick Skylark T Type
'83 Ford Ranger
83 Grand PM
83 Olds Cutlass
82 Chevy Van
81 Buicli Regal
76

Corvette

3.9%•

• APR with 20% down paym•nt or equal trade equity plus tax

ah
seualKy

515 S. 12th,
Murray, KY

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'6487 36 mo
'6487 24 mo
'7487 24 no
'3987 24 mo
'4,987 24 mo
03987 16 mo
'5987 36 mo
'7987 24 its
'2787 24 ma
'7987
'82 and Older

180"
258"'
288"
160"
13500.
115"
16700"
35800 *
115"'

14.94,•

lic•nsis fives with approved credit.

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years experience Parts and service
used appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848
CHRISTIAN lady will do
housecleaning Refer
ences available 492 8899
DUNAWAY'S Painting intenor, exterior, residential,
commercial 753-6951, if
no answer, 753-2332 Ask
tor Mike

Calloway County Rescue Squad
Call Us Today,
JIHHt 4I,',IS A is.stri I -11 1S

Nolping Hand Carpet Cl000iog Co.
7 340166

dry within 7-2 hours or less.
•Lowest rates possible.
•Prompt and efficient service

•Carpers

HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in
Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corner of East Hain & Industrial Rd. •

753-5606

To place your ad in

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

the Dial-A-Service

Jim Day
Phone
753-4961

753-6952

753-8407

121 By-Pass

call: 753-1916

Painting
& Paper Hanging

Nlonda),-Friday 8 a,m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

753-3716

11111.•••••;
"- •
S

-.••••
40,
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OBITUARIES
Henry Marvin Fulton Jr.

he Murray City Schools primary chess team won first place in the
West Kentucky Team Tournament at MSU on Jan. 21. Pictured are
Carter Elementary studetns David Crouch, Nathan Hughes, and Josh
Price being presented a first place trophy by tournement director
Wayne Bell.

Services for Henry Marvin Fulton Jr. were today at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. David Roos officiated. John Dale spoke and
offered a prayer. Music was by
Richard Jones, organist, and Margaret Boone, soloist.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to First Christian
Church, Murray.
Mr. Fulton Jr., 68, of 1216 Dogwood Dr., Murray, died Friday at
6:20 p.m. at Jewish 'Hospital,
Louisville. He had been sticken ill
while attending a lumber meeting
in Louisville.
He was currently chairman of the
Board of Directors of the Murray
Lumber Company, Inc., which he
had managed and operated until his
retirement in the 1980s.

A graduate of Murray State University, he had served in the Army
Artillery in the European Theater
during World War II. He was a
member and deacon of First Christian Church and a past president of
Murray Lions Club and Murray
Country Club.
Born Nov. 21, 1920, he was the
son of Opal Wallis Fulton and the
late Henry Marvin Fulton Sr. He
was preceded in death by his first
wife, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Crass
Fulton.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Sadie Nell Fulton; two daughters,
Mrs. Leah Hart and husband, Terry, Murray, and Miss Stacy Fulton,
Nashville, Tenn.; two grandchildren, Fulton K. Hart and Haley E.
Hart, Murray; his mother, Mrs.
Opal Fulton, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Jo Ann Miller and husband,
Jay, Benton.

Mrs. Lilla Keane Gregory

Murray Elementary school took first place in the elementary team
category. Shown are Ryan Cunningham, Stephen Crouch, and Gary
White.

Mrs. Cilia' Keane Gregory, 90.
died Saturday at 11:30 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, John A. Gregory Sr.,
died in July 1987.
She was a former school teacher
and attended First Presbyterian
Church at Harlan. She was the
daughter of the late John Keane
and Lilla Curd Keane.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Carl (Frances) Fulton, Ruston, La.:
one son, John A. Gregory Jr. and
wife, Charlotte, Murray; three
grandchildren, Miss }Carla Fulton,
Ruston, Miss Keane Gregory, VanLear, and Mrs. Ann Gregoy and
husband, Capt. David Mills, Chick-

sands Air Force Base, England; one
great-grandson, John A. Gregory
Mills.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Harlan Funeral Home, Harlan. The Rev. Ed Payne Miller will officiate. Burial will
follow in Rest Haven Cemetery at
Harlan.
Friends may call from 12 noon
to the funeral hour on Tuesday at
the Harlan Funeral Home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to First Presbyterian
Church, Murray.
Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of local
arrangements.

Mrs. Susie Bucy

Murray High School chess players Tony Mcmanus, Andy Rickman,
Scott Rose and Roman Hopfner play a round in the West Kentucky
Team Chess Tournament Jan. 21. Rickman ended play in a tie for
first palce on second board int he overall individual awards.

Team chess tourney held
The Murray State University
Curris Center was the site of the
fifth annual West Kentucky Team
Chess Tournament Saturday. A
toad of 139 chess players from four
states, ranging in age from second
grade to retired adults competed
from 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Competition ranged from an
individual novice tournament for
beginning or unrated players to a
team tournement that included one
chess master and seven players
rated expert. Sponsored by the
MSU Chess Club, the tournament
drew 27 teams including MSU's
chess team and five teams from
Murray City Schools chess
program.
Winning first place in the primary team division was the Murray
Elementary primary team consisting of Nathan Hughes, David
Crouch, Josh Price and Cory
Martin.
The Murray Middle School team,
made up of Caleb Johnson, gary
White, Stephen Crouch and Ryan
Cunningham, brought home the
first place trophy in the elementary
division, beating teams from Tennessee, Indiana and Kentucky for
the title.
Murray chess players Chad
Delaney, Jeffrey Page and Stephen
Breeding finished first, second, and
third respectively in the primary
division of the individual novice
section while Murray High student
Andy Rickman won three matches
and tied in his fourth which earned
him a tic for first place overall on
second board in the tournament
individual awards. The Murray
High team finished in a tic for first
place but lost to Evansville on the
tie-break.

College teams from MSU, the
Unviersity of Louisville and Kentucky State competed for the collegiate team title. All three finished
with 3-1 match records, but the
Kentucky State team won in the
tie-break and retained its state title.
Dave Gilchrist, first board player
on the MSU team, too first place
honors in the collegiate individual
awards.
The Murray City Schools chess
program is organized for players
from primary through high school.
Clubs from the elementary and
middle schools meet and play on
Monday and Tuesday afternoons
and nearly 40 students are involved
regularly in the programs.
Dr. Wayne Bell heads the chess
program and notes that learning to
play end enjoy the game of chess is
the primary focus of the program.
"We like for our students to play
and compete in tournaments," he
said, "but basically because that's
the best way to learn the game. If
they win, we're happy for them,
but if someone wants to just come
and learn to play we've got a palcc
for him, too."
For information about the Murray chess program, contact Wayne
Bell at 753-8831 or Cheryl Crouch
at 752-0252.
NOTICE

vv

Hatil VVIiite Coldwater

son, all of Florida.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. Ewing Stubblefield
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

ia) Camp, Murray., and Mrs. Mark
(Melanie) Clark, Somerset; his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Hatcher, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Henry
Hargis will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

William Charles Wilson, 28, of
1810 Westwood. Murray, died Sunday at 4:30 p.m.
Born Sept. 18, 1960, he was the
son of Emma Lou Hatcher Wilson
Jones and the late Charles C. Wilson. He attended a Church of
Christ.
He is survived by one daughter,
Crystal Wilson, Murray; his
mother, Mrs. Emma Lou Hatcher
Jones and husband, Ronald. Somerset; two sisters, Mrs. Alan (Cynth-

Mrs. Marie C. Holcomb
wife, Carole, 1716 Holiday, Murray; one stepson, Harold Holcomb
and wife, Georgianna, Tacoma; six
grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 10
a.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Fr. Stanley Tillman S.J. will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Calvary
Cemetery in Tacoma, Wash.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday) at BlalockColeman Funeral Home where the
Rosary will be said at 7 p.m.
The family requests that expressions of sympa!hy take the form of
donations to the St. Leo's Catholic
Church, Murray.

Mrs. Marie C. Holcomb, 88, of
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray, died
Sunday at 10:48 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her
husband, Fred Holcomb, died in
1971.
She had been a resident of Murray since July 1988. She was a
retired elementary school teacher
and a nurse at St. Joseph's Hospital, Tacoma, Wash.
Born Sept. 6, 1900, in Tacoma,
she was the daughter of the late
Aldoph LaBelle and Alice Durkee'
LaBelle.
Mrs. Holcomb is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Mary Ann Stinton, Fountain Valley, Calif.; one
son, Dr. Thomas F. Holcomb and

Mrs. Ruby Bonnin
Services for Mrs. Ruby Bonnin
were Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Leon Johnson & Son
Funeral Home, Henderson, Tenn.
Burial was in Shiloh Cemetery near
Reagan, Tenh.
Mrs. Bonnie, 66, died Friday at
Jackson-Madison County Hospital.
Jackson, Tenn. She was the widov,
of Raymond Bonnin and a member
of Church of God at Alamo, Tenn.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Dorothy Cravens, New'bem. Tenn.;
one son, Billy Turner, Murray; her
father, Coy Mooney, Alamo; two
sisters, Mrs. !lean Turner, Alamo,
and Mrs. Reba Bradley, Paris,.
Tenn.; four brothers, Eual Mooney,
Reagan, Richard Mooney, Troy,
Tenn., James Earl Mooney, Lane,
Tenn., and the Rev. David Mooney,

Alamo.
Also surviving are four half sisters, Mrs. Reva Nell Ballard, Miss
Patricia Mooney, Mrs. Nancy Barrett and Mrs. Barbara Swindle, all
of Alamo; half brother, Odell Mooney, Alamo; 14 grandchildren; 11
great-grandchildren.

Hog market
l'ecieraPitaiir Market Sews stssics• .11.11laal II, 149
kentucky Purchase Area Hog Markel Report In
cludes 5 Buying stations Receipts. 5,4 507. V•t_
&SO Barrows & Gilts .50 75 lower. Sows under 54101
steady. os er 500 1,00-2.04) higher.
S 1.2 220•250
130.30-39.7'. few to 30.011
I S 1-2 200.220 lb..
190.50.341.50
I. S 2-3
lb..
1514.041.314.50
S 3-4 2..54) 270 lb..
037.00-30.00
Sows
S 1 2 270 350 lb..
$20.0.1421.50
Si 1-3 300-400 lb...
1214.00-29.00
S 1 3 400 500 lb...
127.00-244.50
S 1 3 500 and up
$29.00-32.00
I 5 2 3 500-34)0 lb..
$291943715
Roars g25.00 27.011

250.354)

Mrs. Lorraine Geib
Graveside services for Mrs. Lorraine Geib were Saturday at 1 p.m.
at Antioch Cemetery with Dan
Sikes officiating.
Pallbearers were John Richardson, David Nanney, Keith Nanney,

Rex Smith, Joe Cope and Gene
Turner.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Geib, 82, Rt. 1, Farmington, died Thursday at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
Farmer wins college who's who
• Julie Swift Farmer of Murray, a
senior at Murray State University,
has been selected for the 1989 edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges.
She is among 45 Murray State
students named to the armual directory based on their academic
achievement, community. service,
leadership in extracurricular activities and potential for continued
success.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Swift, 149 Myrna Drive,
Paducah, she is majoring in business education.

A dean's list student, Mrs. Farmer is a member of Alpha Chi honor society. Other memberships
include Pi Omega business education society, Kappa Delta Pi education honorary and Phi Beta Lambda
business fraternity.
The recipient of a KHEAA
Teacher Scholarship, Mrs. Farmer
is active in the state and national
chapters of the business Education
Association.
Students have been honored in
the directory since it was first published in 1934. Nominees are
selected from more than 1,400
institutions.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler.
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as of
-1.25
2322.86
46% +
327/811 33%1 A
30% -1
27/
1
4 +%
283
/
4 ''/X
33% +

.31%
8%B
46%
531/4

+
9A
+ 1.,/#)
+3/4

50% + 1/8
91% + 141
.16% +%
• 531/4 -1/4

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penualt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Bal-Mart
C.E.F. yield

48% unc
+ I5 8
1281
38
1558B

+%

1534 A

373.4
91.4

Al

+ 1
+ 14
+1,

1053#

.3#

'So Trade
5458 58
421 4
+
501, -33,
1

113
21k,

+14

33

+
8.47

+ 38

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

41C=M

KIDS EAT

Gravel .forl Dirt.

K &K STUMP REMOVAL
Me( harm ally Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bolt Kemp

or
435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr

Dwain TaylorChevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY MI
SERVICE PARTS

Mrs. Susie Bucy, 90, of Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., died Sunday at
8:30 p.m. at West View Nursing
Home.
Her husband, Firmcn Bucy, died
Aug. 30, 1988.
She is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Audie Hutson and Mrs. Annie
Hutson, and one nephew, E.J. Hut-

William Charles Wilson

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

44-20--*****4-41-10-1114
1986 Chevy Astro Van°loaded gray/char
$11,500.00
44444,44444

-

1111111111111111

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
4

9_
q
$42.95 Value NOW ONLY
42 Portrdlt Package:
1-10x13, 2-8x10s, 3-5x7s,
15 wallets, 9 New Mini-Portraits and
12 All-Occasion Caption Portraits TM

b:1 i61-6;rikibil

P,s )St

Right now for only $1495 you can get 42 professional portraits including a 10x13 and
12 All-Occasion Caption Portraits (just apply your choice 01 30 messages) There's no
appointment necessary and K mart welcomes babies, children, adults and groups
Poses our serechon $t each aalitionai subject Not vartcl with any other otter One actvelisect special
per lama,
/ Portrait sizes approximate

awasr.

Featuring 12 All-Occasion
Caption Portraits TM
Wednesday, February 1 Thru Sunday, February 5
Daily: 10 A.M.
8 P.M. Sunday: 12 Noon — 5 P.M.
700 US Highway 641 North, Murray
AlliMcirscm II
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Wedding traditions coming back in vogue
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wedding traditions that once
were thought old hat are back.
"Bridal couples are getting
pleasure by doing things the oldfashioned way," according to
Barbara Tober, editor of Bride's
magazine.
For example, she says,
"calligraphy once again is in
fashion for invitations and people

too

are thinking of toasts in advance
and caring about the fact that someone should say something at
the reception.
"Couples are embracing the
idea of dressing up, sending out
invitations in advance, putting
announcements in the
newspaper. They have music,
they carry flowers, they say
their vows. Brides are having at-

41°
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Give Your Day That
Special Touch

tendants, throwing bouquets,
wearing a garter and cutting the
cake," she says.
The once-overlooked personal
letter of thanks to friends and
family for wedding gifts is again
in favor. Though pre-printed
thank-you cards are available,
etiquette experts agree that the
sincere and courteous way of expressing thanks is with a handwritten note.
As the arbiter of the '80s,
Judith "Miss Manners" Martin,
put it: "The only time a handwritten thank-you note is not
necessary is when no wedding
present has been received."

/

According to the Bride's Book
of Etiquette, another exception
to the requirement for a note is
acknowledging gifts from
parents or a spouse. However,
it's also duly noted that parents
and spouse will appreciate a
special letter of thanks.
For all other thank-yous, the
first requirement is to keep a
thorough and reliable gift

We will gladly assist you in
planning your wedding day.
Available
-Weddings
-Receptions
-Rehearsal Dinners
-Banquet Room
-Garden Room

Two of the major wedding
fashion influences agree that
traditional elegance prevails in
making selections for fall '88
nuptials. Michele Piccione,
designer for Alfred Angelo
Bridals sees a return to extravagant hand beaded laces,
Italian regal satins, pearls,
peplums, lavish bows, cathedral
trains and delicate headpieces
and flowing lace-edge mantillas.
Harvey Weinstein, President
of Lord West Formals, announced his company is introducing
he all new Lord West Crown

474-2211
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The Start of
Something Great. . .

Before You Walk Down The:
Aisle,See Murray RentalFor
Everything From Your
Shower To Your Reception

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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Choose from a variety of styles
dyed to your specifications
lho
.
Satin-Crape-Lace Covered
Purses Also Available

e

•

atr

hack

Collection. "Producing impeccable styles that fit with a
discernable flare is our constant
challenge and now with the
Crown Collection we have the
ultimate in formalwear — inaugurating a new tradition of
quality," he said. Included in the
collection are black and grey
tuxedos, subtly stiped with satin
notched lapels. Notable too, is a
black 100% wool tuxedo with
faille notched lapels. Single and
double breasted tailorings,
shawl collars, peak lapels and a
unique pattern-on-pattern black

AP-

•

'35" and Up

Etiquette requires the use of
folded note paper in white, ivory
or the shade of the wedding invitation. The stationery can be
plain or embossed or printed
with your name or initials. But
the bride shouldn't send stationery imprinted with her married name until after she is
married.
A note should mention the gift
and refer specifically to

GIP

•Champagno Fountains
*Punch &owls and Dossort Pitt*.
•Tabloo & Chairs
And much more for Your Wedding
•Wedding Arch
•Kneeling Bench
•Condleobros

Rent a Video Camera &
' R3cord Your Wedding.

I.

CRUD
.•

RENTAL SALE S
CENTER

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8:00
Sun. 1-5

Olympic Plaza
c4,0X4,0/0/CONDP0,0KO/ct),

something about it, such as its
usefulness or style. If you are not
quite sure what the gift is, compliment an unusual or unique
feature such as color material.
Mention your spouse's name in
the note since, as a rule, only the
writer will sign it. Conclude with
a friendly closing sentence.
The timetable for thank-yous
calls for a note within two weeks
of the arrival of the gift. If the
gift arrives on the wedding day
or during the honeymoon it
should be sent within a month
after the honeymoon, says
Bride's.
A good reason for writing notes
a few at a time is that it's easier
to make the words of thanks
spontaneous and sincere than if
you tackle several dozen notes at
once.
If you expect to receive more
gifts than you think you can
acknowledge right away, you
can send printed cards to let
donors know the gift arrived
safely and follow up with a personal note as soon as possible.

Wedding needs elegance

Kenlake State
Resort Park
Aurora
Hwy. 94 East

record.
Keep track of gifts in a wedding journal, a notebook, index
cards or even on a computer.
Record the gift along with the
name and mailing address of the
giver so it will be simpler to get
the thank-you note on its way
quickly. Indicate when you've
mailed it, so you won't overlook
any.
While it has been traditional
for the bride to acknowledge all
gifts, today it's also quite acceptable for the groom to share the
responsibility by writing to those
whom he knows hest.
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dinner jacket are other fashion
options in the collection.
Pierre Cardin formal designs
continue to be the top ranking
choice of American grooms. His
latest smash success "Ce Soir"
with satin stand-up collar rolling
softly to an elegant notched
lapel is now available in a black
tailcoat. This new full dress entry rings the bell when."white
tie" elegance is preferred. The
grey "Etoile" cutaway and
stroller models by Pierre Cardin
are perfect for daytime weddings. These are tailored for
easy fit with up swept peak
lapels and are worn with pleated
striped trousers, vests and diamond patterned ascots or fourth-hand ties.
Lord West,a leading producer
of formal accessories,believes
that the wing collar, available in
a variety of pleatings and tuckings, continues to be the favorite
formal shirt style. There's news
too, in cummerbunds. The fourpleat model has become the
classic, but the 8-pleat by Pierre
Cardin and the diagonal from
the Crown Collection are fashion
musts. Look for a resurgence of
pattern and color excitement in
vests and matching bow ties.
Formal jewelry, the ultimate
finishing touch, is available in a
virtually unlimited selection of
gold and silver mini sculptures,
many featuring genuine or synthetic stones.
Despite the emphasis on tradition, a word that may suggest
stuffy to dull to some,Ile formal
world is a never-ending source
of pure fashion magic!
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Wedding photos make memories
Your wedding photos.
whether formal or candid,
become one of your most prized
possessions. This does not
mean you have to spend a fortune or have thousands of pictures shot, but you do need to
give careful thought to these
lovely visual memories.
I strongly recommend that
you have only professional
photographers take both the
formal portraits and the candid
shots at your wedding and
reception. Many brides have
been disappointed with the
photos shot by firends or family
members who meant well, but
were unfamiliar with the proper lighting, the right angles or
how to make yoUr favorite people look their very best.
Begin the selection process
by asking for recommendations
from friends or others who
have been married recently
and were pleased with their
wedding picutures. Ask to see
some of their photos before you
contact the photographer. The
more pictures you can look at,
the better,an idea you will have

of the different photographic
styles from which you may
choose.
Then select two or three
photographers whose work appeals to you and make an appointment to do the following:
— Examine their portfolio of
prints from a variety of weddings-so you will have an idea of
the range of the photographer.
— Ask about their approach
to photographing a wedding.
When do they prefer to shoot
the formal protrait? How do
they set up for the wedding
ceremony? How do they shoot
candids and for how long? Does
the photographer bring extra
equipment in case something
malfunctions?
— Is the photographer aware
of the guidelines for wedding
photos established by your
church or clergy? If not, be
sure he or she checks on this.
— During this time, you can
get a feel for the photographer
and whether or not you think he
or she will understand what you
want in your wedding photos.
Also, this is a person you will be

•

looking at and reacting to
throughout your wedding — be
sure you feel comfortable with
him or her so you can relax,
smile and enjoy posing for the
camera.
,— Discuss fees. Are there
packages that might have different prices depending on the
amount of time you plan to keep
the photographer busy
shooting? How many prints do
you get? Keep in mind that you
may want one set for
yourselves, but others for inlaws or parents, and still other
prints for some of the people in
your wedding party. What will
all these cost?
— Arrange the dates as soon
as possible. Wedding
pltographers are always
b ked very far in advance and
you will want to be sure you
have the person of your choice.
More and more couples are
having their ceremony — even
their reception — preserved on
videotape. If you are interested
in video for your wedding, be
sure to consider the following:
— Is video allowed at your
ceremony? Some clergypeople
or locations object to the in(Cont'd on page 4)
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Come discover theJC Penni.y
Spring Bridal Collection
from our catalog.
'Elegant Bridal Gowns 'Coordinating
Bridesmaid and Flower 'Girl Dresses
•Casual and Formal Gowns for Mother
'Beautiful Bridal Accessories
While Choosing your gowns, sign up for(

BRIDAL REGISTRY!
Bath Towels 'Bath Accessories *Sheets
Bed Pillows *Blankets 'Brass and Much More!
"Visit Our New Styling Salon.-

"Memories that Last Forever"
Wedding Portraits Created By

Allison Photography
Harry Allison
Cindy Chrisman-N each

7534009
607 S. 4th
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Saved wedding dress continues tradition
Follow the rules of fabric conservation and your granddaughter
may be walking down the aisle in
your wedding dress. And the gown
will look just as great, despite the
intervening years.
The secret to achieving this
degree of preservation is to
safeguard the dress immediately
after the wedding. Start by having
the dress cleaned immediately.
since soil and perspiration are key
factors in the deterioration of a
textile, unless promptly removed,
says Viola M. Lappe, who runs a
dress preservation service in
Chappaqua. N.Y., a New York City suburb.
Once the dress has been cleaned, select an appropriate storage
place. Taking a tip from storage

methods recommended by
museum conservators of textiles.
the place should be clean, cool.
dry and dark and as free as possible from drastic changes in
temperature and humidity.
The last two requirements may
place the basement and attic offlimits. Museum conservators advise storing a gown box in a closet
located on an inside wall. Since
some air movement is desirable to
prevent damage from moisture
condensation, don't put the dress
in an airtight plastic bag or container. Plastics give off fumes as
they decompose with age, so don't
allow them to come in direct contact with valued textiles.
It's preferable to store textiles
flat, making them subject to less
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abrasion. For maximum preservation, textiles should have no
contact with wood or with the
acidity found in regular tissue or
wrapping paper.
Therefore, it's best to store the
dress flat in an acid-free box.
Every year or so, take it out of the
box, examine it and refold it so
that the same fibers are not subjected to the tension of folding.
which can cause fiber breakage
over a long period of time.
In an article on preserving a
wedding gown, Florence Minifie,
home extension textile specialist
for the state of New Jersey, confirmed that wrapping a dress in
acid-free tissue and then storing it
in an acid-free box is a good way to
care for it. She advised cutting
tiny slits in the box to allow a very
small amount of air movement to
minimize the possibility of stagnant air leading to fiber
deterioration.
A fUrther safeguard is to purchase or sew a muslin bag for the
dress. The muslin is particularly
useful in high-humidity areas
since it is said to have a stabilizing
effect on variations in humidity.
Use de-sized and unbleached
muslin and place it inside an archival box. which is made of acidfree, lignin-free and sulfur-free
materials.
You can store the veil and small
accessories such as gloves with
the gown. Acid-free tissue can be
used to cushion the folds of the
gown.

When entrusting your gown to a spotting and air drying. Stains
dry cleaner, expect these steps to should be removed or neutralized
be taken: hand cleaning, including to halt deterioration

Photos...
(Cont'd

from page 3)

trusive cameras. You will need
to have video approved
beforehand.
— Use the professional
cameraman. Hobbyists have
cameras that may be perfect
for family gatherings, but a
wedding poses special problems with lighting, sound and
distance that require professional euipment.
— You must have an experienced person behind the
camera as struggling to watch
a shaky, uncomposed picture is
no fun. Nor will you be happy if
the right moment is missed.
— Ask to see samples of
other weddings they have
videotaped and check for quality by judging the accuracy of
the color as well as the sharpness and steadiness of the
picture.
I get many questions from
young couples today asking
about how to handle wedding
photos when parents and future
in-laws have been divorced or
are separated. Thoughtful attention to etiquette is required
so that everyone feels
respected and loved and included in the family portraits.
If this is a situation in your

family, consider these
guidleines:
First, the bride and groom
make the final decision. I advise all parents and stepparents to set aside their hurt
or anger for this one day and
follow the wishes of the bridal
pair.
Second, as the bridal couple.
think carefully about the wedding pictures and be considerate of all your family
members. If you want a photo
with your natural parents
together, could you also have
one shot with each of your
parents' new families, too?
Think of ways that your
photos.can become a source of
fond memories for all the people who love you so much. Be
aware of bitter feelings you
may have — and set yours
aside, too.
There are not right or wrong
ways to handle your wedding
photos when you are trying to
adapt to all the new alliances
and feelings that result from
divorce — only ways that show
you are trying to respect and
honor everyone. Be considerate
that's the best way!

Dress choice an early decision
Since Thridal gowns can take says a New York bridal designer.
"Selecting a wedding gown and
eight to 10 weeks to be cut and
made, leaving enough time for ensemble is a special event in a
choosing the gown is essential, woman's life. And taking the time
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to look around, research and ask
questions is important to ensure
the best quality, value and the
most flattering style," says Am sale Aberra, of Amsale, CustomMad•Bridals.
She offers these suggestions for
brides who are ready to shop for
their gown:
— Look through bridal
magazines to get a sense of what
you'd like and what is available.
— Set a budget for yourself, including the price of the gown,
headpiece, fittings and
alterations.
— Check the construction of the
gown, the finishing, the beading
and the trim.
— Check the fabric content.
(Usually, the more natural the
fiber content, the more expensive
the gown.)
— In choosing the style, be sure
to match the gown to your figure.
— Consider the recpetion when
choosing your headpiece and
train; your comfort and ability to
move around with ease is
important.
— Consider having your gown
custom-made.
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Bride should always remember
she gives orders as employer
Brides often forget that they are
the employer and the wedding service people are there to please
them.
Though the people hired may be
experienced within their own
spheres, only the bride — perhaps
in consultation with the groom
and-or a family member — is the
expert on what she wants at her
own wedding.
Giving in, on the theory that the
professional knows better, can
lead to feelings of anxiety and added stress, says Bride's magazine,
which recently reported on ways
brides have coped with decisionmaking.
Look on hiring wedding professionals as a job that takes the
same skills as hiring, firing,
delegating and giving direction in
a straightforward workaday situation, it was suggested.
For example, one bride said that
even after' she hired a wedding
photographer. caterer, florist or
other professional, she kept her second choice on file in case irreconcilable differences developed.
Another advised brides to be
clear on what they want before
meeting the professional. No one
should feel she has to acquiesce if
not sure. Say you'll think it over
and let them know later and avoid
rush decisions, the magazine advises. Take at least a day or two to
think over every important
decision.
Once you have agreed to employ
someone. make sure the arrangements are put in writing. If
the standard agreement the vendor offers is unclear or does not
reflect your wishes, ask to amend
it before signing it.
Wedding service contracts
should be inclusive, covering
details such as the date and hours
of service; site of delivery and
setup; all charges including overtime fees, taxes, service, required
deposit, specific types and quantities of goods, number of service
people to be on hand, and terms of
cancellation.
Meet every vendor face to face
if at all possible before signing the
contract. An employer can also
spell out in writing what is expected generally in terms of dress
and comportment of those who
will work at the wedding.
Some people enjoy negotiating
and are good at it. Those who do
not should consider hiring a professional with whom they can feel
at ease and then engaging that
person to handle details with
guidance, suggested Socrates
Alexander, director of catering at
the Plaza Hotel, New York.
He added that often those planning a wedding aren't aware that a
banquet manager can take on
many tasks involved with the
wedding./

Typically, the manager can advise on details such as printing invitations, hiring the music, selecting decorations, photography and
menu, the seating plan and the
subtle choices that influence the
party's,style.
Alexander said that a planner
can help achieve the ambience the
client wants and can help save the
inexperienced from making
mistakes.
'Party style involves not only
menu planning and service but
decoration, music, entertainment.
Is this a youngish group that wants
contemprary music, a disk
jockey? Do you want the room to
look like a chapel or a garden? If
the former, floral decorations
should be simple and elegant; if
the latter, lavish and extravagant.

Menu planning has to do with
style of party desired. Sitdol,vn service is formal; buffet service is
more informal and results in a
livelier event. The reception
preceding dinner can be a simple
passing of hors d'oeuvres or an
elaborate smorgasbord. The buffet works best for a Sunday afternoon wedding, from midafternoon to early evening, or as a
brunch or luncheon on a Sunday.
For a Saturday night wedding, a
more formal party including a sitdown dinner is normally the rule,
said Alexander.
•.
If an informal wedding with a
buffet is what the clients want, he
usually suggests they select a
time, such as Sunday morning or
afternoon, which is more suited to
that type of event.
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Bride has many gown options
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
When it comes to bridal
fashions, the word is options.
A bride can choose a ball gown.
a country dress, a sheath or a
tailored suit, say designers and
editors who work in the bridal
field. There are no rules, only
guidelines.

maximum comfort.
She can look demure, like
Holly McMunn, of Bridal
Cinderella at the ball or — in a •
Originals, says there are more
departure from tradition —
choices in fabrics, style and color
alluring in a strapless or off-the.
for brides than at any time in the
shoulder dress with a low-cut
recent past. She sees several
neckline. Dresses with jackets
strong directions.
and detachable trains also make
"One type of bride wants a
it easier to go from religious sersimple dress in a classic
vice to post-ceremony party with
silhouette — a princess, empire
or sheath style. Another type
chooses an elaborate dress," she
says. There is also a demand for
the fashion statement dress —
particularly by older brides who
may be remarrying — that
reflects silhouettes currently in
style, she says.
While white and ivory remain
the colors chosen by the overwhelming number of brides, soft
tinges of color are becoming
more popular, agree Modern
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Bride and Bride's magazine
fashion editors. One new tinge is
ice-blue on satin dresses, which
imparts a silvery,sheen to white.
Still popular are color-themed
weddings, in which a particular
color scheme is carried through
in flowers and decorations, wedding party attire, table linen,
plates, even party favors.
Some favored schemes include
black and white. and white and a
deep tone such as hot pink, coral
or strong turquoise. For spring
and summer, pastels such as
mint and lemon yellow are
popular.
Cindy Rose, fashion director
for Vogue-Butterick Patterns,
says the latest styles are
available in sew-it-yourself patterns. Some examples include
dresses with bows at the

shoulder or waist, ruffles, leg-omutton sleeves and even
modified bustles.
According to Rose, "Bridal
dresses are frankly not as innocent as they used to be — with
bustles and low necklines, they
do call attention to a woman's
figure. Many brides want to look
like a sexy woman so the dresses
they select have more style."
An advantage to having a
home-sewn dress is the opportunity to customize it with, for
example, a detachable train,
snap-off sleeves or a coat, jacket
or bolero.
In keeping with the variety of
bridal dresses, accessories are
similarly wide-ranging, according to fashion reports by Bride's
and Modern Bride.

Makeup important for photo
The wedding is planned and
the invitations are out . . . now
let's concentrate on you. You
want to be in control of looking
your absolute best. Have you
thought about your makeup?
Wayne Webb, founder of the
Wayne Webb Technique and
Wayne Webb Cosmetics in New
York City knows how to make
every bride look as beautiful as
she can be. Webb has a few tips
to assure that you will be in control of your looks.
"Don't plan on doing your
makeup the way you usually do
for a special occasion." says
Webb. "You must realize that
this glamourous and romantic
event is in reality a photo opportunity for eveyone from the formal photographer to your Aunt
Bessie with her instamatic.
Other than in your memories
you will always be remembered
by those photos, so always keep
the camera in mind."
Webb suggests that you first
determine the color of your
gown. There is not one shade of
white and they all require dif-

ferent shades of makeup.
There's white-white which can
be accompanied by any color
makeup. Blue-white needs pinky
tones and peach-white and
cream-white need peachy tones.
Next, whatever color you need
to use, remember to keep it
classic, simple. and soft,
although your makeup will need
to be slightly stronger than
usual for the camera.
"Eye makeup seems to be an
area where people tend to make
the biggest mistakes." says
Webb. He advises the use of
taupes, dove grays, slate blues.
pale mauves, and pewter tones
— always in matte finishes.
never irridescent. Apply several
light coats of water resistant
mascara to achieve a clean,
silky look. Next, the blush
should be soft and placed well
back on the lower left side of the
cheek bone being carful not to
bring it any further forward
than the outside corner of the
eye. This will assure that your
face will have proper dimension

Let us make
your day special.

in photos. Lipstick should be soft
and balanced with the strength,
and most importantly. in the
same color family selected of
blush. And to avoid a shiny face,
powder lightly twice. Your want
an ultra matte finish. To make
sure lipstick really stays on.
first apply a thin film of foundation to the lips. Then, using soft
lip pencil that matches the lip
stick, color in the entire lip area.
Finally, apply lipstick and blot
lightly.
And Webb has some final
reminders:
•Have a dress rehearsal for
your hair and makeup — don't
experiment on your wedding
day.
•Always step into your gown
— don't put it over your head.
• And once you're all dressed, don't touch a thing. Jittery
fingers can easily drop or spill
something on that beautiful
dress.
"Look beautiful, enjoy your
day and your pictures for years
to come!"
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Wedding planning process can be short
Can you plan a traditional wedding with all or most of the triinmings in less than the six months to
a year generally advised by bridal
authorities?
The answer is definitely yes,
provided you can make decisions
quickly and are willing and able to
rely on help from professionals
and family and friends, say some
of the same authorities.
The reward is a wedding that
doesn't appear to sacrifice any of
the trimmings, according to a new
book on the subject, "Bride's
Shortcuts and Strategies for a
Beautiful Wedding" (Perigee
Books, Putnam Publishing
Group.
The key to pulling it off is effi-

ciency and organization. Set
deadlines for getting things done.
Whittle down options, visiting only
a few wedding vendors that appear most likely to meet your
needs.
Take written notes of estimates
and other variables so you won't
have to recheck the facts before
placing an order. Make a list of
things to do and update it every
day. Postpone tasks when appropriate. For example, shop for
attendants' gifts on your honeymoon instead of before the
wedding.
Delegate some tasks to others.
For instance, a family member
might arrange for invitation printing and ordering beverages for

the wedding party. An usher or
relative could round up legal
forms for changing your name on
bank accounts and driver's
license.
Some time-consuming services
you can hire include those who address invitations. A calligrapher
or social secretary can take on the
task. Be sure your list is specific
with names, titles and addresses
written as you want them to appear. Order extra envelopes in
case of mistakes and consider having envelopes that will hold thankyou notes addressed at the same
time, suggests the book.

example, may take months to get,
since the dress is made only after
you place the order. Instead,
select a simple wedding gown that
takes less time. Or buy a discontinued sample dress that is in
stock and have it altered to fit, if
necessary. Bridesmaid's dresses
are available in white and usually
take much less time to get.
Another way to simplify is to
hire a single instrumentalist to
play at both ceremony and
reception.
Another shortcut: order one
basic beverage, a quality cham-

Simplify some decisions.
Elaborate wedding dresses, for
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Wedding worry causes strain
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
You're getting married in a
month or two and you find
yourself daydreaming about all
the things that might go wrong at
the wedding and in the marriage.
Does this mean you should call
the whole thing off?
No, say two authorities who
have talked to many brides and
grooms. Jerilynn Ross, president
of the Phobia Society of
America, says that it's normal
and appropriate to worry about
the unknown.
Cele LaIli, editor of Modern
Bride, sees the realization of
potential conflict as a sign of
maturity in the age of divorce.
Both say it isn't the worries you
should worry about, but what you
do about them.
In a recent seminar she conducted for Bride's. Ross noticed
both brides and grooms-to-be
had more fears than they realiz-

ed and hadn't discussed them.
"Merely learning that others
worried about similar fears
made the participants feel better
because they had felt their worries were unique. In many instances, the partner was surprised to learn of the fears," she
says.
This observation led her to conclude that communicating worries may be all that's needed to
relieve them. "Even if you need
to go a third person such as a
therapist or religious leader to
get the worry out, it's best to
reveal it," says the psychologist
who counsels at Roundhouse
Square Phobia Treatment
Center in Alexandria, Va.
Lalti says that because couples
getting married now are generally older than couples in the recent past, there are more potential wedding conflicts between
them and the way their parents

Gowns & Tuxedos

pagne. There will be fewer bar
details to see about. You can also
engage a personal shopper to
locate a honeymoon trousseau,
lingerie, attendants' gifts and.,
home furnishings.
If you can afford it, pay extra for
express service. Everything from
printing to portrait finishing can
be hurried, but there may be an
extra charge.
You can save time by hiring a
wedding consultant or a fullservice catering firm to take care
of all the details after you've indicated your wishes

do things. She sees this as a plus,
not a drawback.
"That's what marriage is all
about — separating from the
family. Working out conflicts
that may develop over the wedding is the often the first opportunity to act as a couple," she
says.
One reason why worries may
be more overt but less troubling
is that there is wider latitude in
what's considered acceptable
and greater awareness of a need
to communicate. Couples are
less inhibited about talking about
conflicts, says LaIli.
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In general, both women agreed
that issues that couples worry
about fall into one of two main
categories: practical concerns
relating to the ceremony and
party and philosophical concerns
about the durability of the bond
they are assuming.
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Wedding dress needs vary with figure
No matter what type of wedding
is planned, it can safely be assumed that the goal of every bride is to
look her best on this important
day.
Since figure types vary, it
stands to reason that the best style
of wedding gown to choose is not
necessarily the most fashionable
but rather the one that best complements the bride's figure.
Cindy Rose, fashion director for
Vogue Butterick Patterns, says
there are three main figure types.
For one, visualize a triangle, the
apex at the top. In this figure, the
hips measure more than 10 inches
larger than the bust. Choose a
dress which builds up the
shoulders and sleeves and
enhances the narrow waist, but
has a full skirt to minimize the
large hips. The bottom-heavy
figure is complemented by a ball
gown skirt and a basque waist and
pouf sleeves to balance the skirt.
A top heavy figure (roughly
described by an inverted triangle )
is flattered by a straight-lined
sheath without a clearly defined
waist. Choose a columnar dress,
providing fullness through the

train. Avoid dresses with a fichu
collar. Instead, opt for a simple
round neck or a mandarin collar
dress, suggests Ms. Rose.
For added drama on this day
when all eyes are on the bride, rely on back interest to set the dress
apart. You might, for example,
buy a dress with a low V-neck
back.
Other possibilities: a loose top
with Dolman sleeves and illusion
lace over a taffeta under fabric.
Yet another figure type is a
slender rectangle. This figure type
is often characterized by a boyish
figure with a flat bust, narrow hips
and no very discernible waist.
Choose a dropwaisted dress
whose deep V creates a waistline
where none really exists. Another
attractive option is a dress with a
peplum, or flounce effect.
For a more slender appearance
to an overall rounded figure, try
an A-line gown and no defined
waist, with a matching coat. The
flowing lines of this type of outfit
elongate a heavy figure by not
focusing on any single area.
If you decide to lose weight
before the wedding, be sure to set

realistic goals. Strive for an attainable reduction with healthy
eating and an exercise plan.
Don't order a size smaller gown,
says Bride's magazine. But

schedule your last fitting as close
to the wedding as possible so that
the dress will fit perfectly.
Regardless of body type, ask the
fitter to suggest the proper founda-

Help needed for honeymoon
No travel agent can ensure a
wonderful time on a honeymoon,
but chances are better if you start
your planning with some basic
guidelines in mind.
First, be realistic about the
money you want to spend. says
Bernice Rosmarin, a national
director of the American Society
of Travel Agents and vice president of Edison Travel, Edison,
N.J.
Some couples come in with a
budget that is nowhere near the
cost of the place they want to go.
Be honest about the budget and a
good travel agent will help you get
the most for the money," she says.
For those with specific honeymoon destinations in mind,
careful scheduling of the wedding

can make it easier to get it. If the
desired spot is the Caribbean, for
example, try not to have the wedding in February, the height of the
season. A wedding in November
will make a Caribbean honeymoon
much less expensive.
If you want a trip to Europe, try
not to make it in the summer, the
high season there. Europe is less
expensive (and in many ways
more interesting) in the spring,
fall and winter months.
Miss Rosmarin says couples
often fail to realize that honeymoons are trying times at best, as
newlyweds struggle to adapt to
their new life together.
"Compromise is the most important thing in any marriage —
and in the honeymoon, too," she
says.
If bride and groom have different interests, the trick is to find
a place where each can get
something they would like to do.
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Getting sound information is
easier if you choose a travel agent
who is experienced in booking
vacation travel.
"A decent agent could probably
sell some places with only a few
large hotels without having been
there," Miss Rosmarin says. But
locales where there is a big selection of small hotels usually require
some first-hand knowledge to offer
the best advice, she says.
Those who want individualized
trips should also seek an agent
who has actually been there.
How can you tell you are in the
right agency?
Rapport is important. You have
to feel comfortable with the agent.
Recommendations from friends
are primary, in that the trip was
as expected and the advice they
got was accurate.
When you go to an agent, be
prepared to tell about your budget,
interests, level of experience in
travel, whether you enjoy having
everything planned or like to
make some spontaneous
decisions.
Miss Rosmarin also likes to
know if her clients are extravagant or thrifty, if they prefer
large hotels or out-of-the-way,
romantic spots.
The Caribbean, Hawaii. Mexico
and a cruise vacation are among
the top honeymoon choices among
sophisticated travelers, she says.
Those who travel less often prefer
the Pennsylvania Poconos. Disney
World or other Florida locations,

Most couples choose
wedding march song
Some 80 percent *of wedding
couples request "Here Comes the
Bride" for their march down the
aisle, according to the experience
of Hank Lane, Great Neck, N.Y.,
whose 21 orchestras have played at
some 15,000 parties in the past
decade.
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Choice of flatware can be tough
Virtually every bride and groom the sterling look. Stainless steel
include flatware when entering flatware has its own beauty, and is
gift preferences in a bridal easy to care for and dishwasherregistry. That means that choos- safe. All three last for years.
As with the choice of glasses, the
ing between stainless, silverplate
and sterling silver utensils is an right flatware pattern is one which
goes well with the china you have
early home furnishings decision.
A comforting thought for those selected and with your style of life.
making those first choices is that If you intend to entertain on a
there is no such thing as THE right casual basis and don't want to
material for flatware. All three spend time caring for tableware,
choices: stainless, silverplate and choose stainless.
sterling silver (in ascending order
If dinner parties with fresh
of costliness, as a rule ) offer atgleaming crystal and forflowers,
tractive and long-lived altersettings are in your
mal
table
natives, says Donna Ferrari,
or
tabletop editor of Bride's plans, opt for sterling
inwill
only
Its
luster
silverplat.
magazine.
over the years with good
Choosing which to register for crease
care.
and buy is a matter solely of perMs. Ferrari points out that sterlsonal preference. With sterling
silver, you get the value inherent ing silver offers both a tactile
in a precious commodity and the pleasure in use and the comfort of
look of luxury. Silverplate is an tradition. It won't wear out or
alternative when you don't want to break and, if you use it regularly,
pay sterling prices, but you want you rarely will have to polish it.

Planning does not end
when honeymoon begins
The wedding is over.., the rice
has been thrown... the bride was
beautiful. All of those countless
details that have been a source of
constant worry for weeks are
behind you. All that lies ahead now
is that wonderfully happy time
known as the honeymoon.
To be sure that the honeymoon
is everything it can be and
everything it should be, plan
ahead. That is the advice given to
couples by the honeymoon experts
— the Pocono Honeymoon Resort
Owners.
Because the Honeymoon
Resorts of the Pocono Mountains
have catered "only to honeymooners" for so iong, and because
the Poconos have come to be
known as the "honeymoon capitol
of the world," the honeymoon experts are well aware of the special
needs of the newlyweds for
privacy, economy, and a social
situation where they feel comfortable together.
From years of dealing with
honeymooners and realizing the
special circumstances surrounding their first trip together, they
have compiled a list of hints for
newlyweds concerning the importance of careful honeymoon planning. They recommend:
1. Make your reservations as far
in advance as possible.
2. Investigate the resorts you
are considering. Write early for
their literature and rates, and be
%. aware of what the facilities offer
"I their guests.
3. Choose a resort that offers the
activities and sports that both of
you enjoy.
4. Find out whether a deposit is
required and how much it is as
well as when it is due to hold your

accommodations.
5. Choose a resort that will send
you an accurate sheet detailing
rates so that you can estimate how
much the total honeymoon will,
cost.
6. Choose a place where the two
of you will feel comfortable, and
where you know you will fit in as a
newly-married couple, and where
you will be free to discover each
other, perhaps ma surrounding of
other couples newly-married.
7. Write to the area's tourist
agencies or chamber of commerce
for route information, maps, and
general information on attractions
in the area ahead of time.

The cost of sterling varies. In
the luxury range ) names such as
Buccellati, Tiffany and Georg
Jensen expect to pay from $600 to
$800 a place setting. In nationallyknown name brands in the
American size ) which is
somewhat smaller than the continental size, prices can vary
from about $125 to $300 a place setting. They depend on the pattern's
detailing, amount of hand work
and quantity of silver in ach
utensil.
Sterling can be put in the
dishwasher, but the heat of the dry
cycle and the abrasion produced
as one utensil rubs against another
can lead to scratches in the soft
metal. Intense heat can also
loosen the anchoring of the blade
into the knife handle.
When using a dishwasher, load
the basket carefully so the silver
isn't crowded and remove the flat:
ware before the dry cycle, drying
by hand.
In shopping for silverplate it is
critical to buy quality, says Ms.
Ferrari. High-quality place settings may range in price from $90
to $150.
Silverplate is measured in
microns and you can ask how
many microns of silver have been
applied to one product, compared
to others you are considering. Ask
also if the manufacturer considers
the set dishwasher-safe and the
length of time it is expected to
last. 1Typically. a period of from
25-50 years will be mentioned.
Silverplate has the same
drawbacks as sterling in the
dishwasher. Abrasion can wear
away, the silver coating, particularly at stress points. A mark
of quality is that the utensils can
be safely washed in the
dishwasher.
When it wears out, a piece of

silverplate can he replated.
However, professional replating is
expensive. Another idea is to treat
your flatware to an occasional application of liquid silver. It is applied like polish, but adds a very
thin coating of real silver and thus
prolongs the item's good looks and
life.

There is an unusually wide
range Of prices for stainless flatware. There are patterns that sell
for over $100, thus putting them in
the same category as silverplate.
But there are also patterns that
sell for about $16. A large number
of patterns fall within the range of
$40 a place setting.
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your gown a fresh and beautiful as the
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DRY
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Central Shopping
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Many factors affect wedding ring choice
Since the turn of the century,
the solitaire diamond ring has
been the American engagement
symbol. Even today, as many
traditions are toppling, the diamond ring tradition is stronger

than ever. Where did it begin
and how did it evolve?
Jewelers of America, Inc.
(JA, the national organization
dedicated to consumer information and education about fine

Highlight
'our Wedding
With Beautiful
(MTV

• Free Wedding Consultation
• Fresh and Silk Flowers
• Brass Wedding Equipment Rental

Open: Mon -,Sat.
-ith

eAllison CRLotogitaphy

Oa I

jewelry. offers the following
historical notes about the
engagement ring:
The ancient Romans were the
first civilization to use finger
rings as a sign of betrothal and
marriage. Solitare rings were
popular as were bands of "opus
interrasile', ' the Roman's
technique of open-work chiseled
from sheet gold much like contemporary "filigree" designs),
and rings similar to today's
popular "eternity" ring with
stones set all around a simple
band.
However, it was not until 1477
when the Archduke Maxmillian
of Austria gave a diamond ring
to Princess Mary of Burgundy
that the tradition of the diamond
engagement ring began. The
reason a woman wears it on the
third finger of her left hand is
traced back to the early Egyptians who believed that the vena
amoris ( vein of love ran directly from the heart to the top of the
third finger, left hand.
The Greeks believed the fire
in a diamond reflected the constant flame of love. The name
"diamond" comes from the
Greek word "adamas" meaning
"unconquerable." Is it any
wonder that the diamond has
come to symbolize the eternity
of love?
This year, brides and grooms
will spend over $1 billion on
engagement and wedding rings.
And, because the diamond
engagement ring is usually the
first piece of diamond jewelry a
woman owns, it is important to
solicit the assistance of an expert — your local jeweler — to
counsel you about the qualities
that should be considered when
purchasing a gift.
Diamond cuts as well as ring

styles have changed throughout
the years since Maximillian
made his presentation. Before
the invention of the diamond
saw in 1910, diamonds were
polished to give them their
shine. When the saw was used to
break up the crystal, experts
created optically efficient
diamands that held more
brilliancy and dispersion than
ever before possible. Today,
lasers enable diamonds to be cut
not only as rounds, marquises,
pears, ovals and rectangular
shapes, but also to be fashioned
into such unique designs as
horse heads, stars, and initials.
Styling changes have been
subtle and gradual. In Colonial
days it was a diamond hoop called the "keeper ring", because it
was worn over the wedding
band, acting as its "keeper".
The next style was the cluster
ring designed like an oldfashioned bouquet with a rose
(of rose-cut diamonds 1 in the
center. The Victorian rings were
more ornate, sometimes using
black enamel with gold in the
diamond settings. Then came
the princess ring, with three to
five diamonds in a row across
the finger. This was popular for
many years, until the turn of the
century and the introduction of
the solitaire setting.
Whether you select a round or
one of the "fancy" cuts such as
marquise or pear shape, you
should have your jeweler explain the importance of the
"Four C's" which determine the
quality of the gem: carat, color,
clarity and cut:
*Carat — refers to the weight,
and therefore the size, of the
gem. One carat is divided into
100 points, so that a diamond of
150 points, so that a diamond of

150 points weighs 1.5 carats.
*Color — totally colorless
diamonds are very rare and
represent the highest color
grade. The various gradations,
from exceptional white to
yellowish, are barely perceptible to the untrained eye.
Diamonds are occasionally
recovered with strong colors
such as green, red, blue, and
amber. These are "fancy color"
and rare, fetching commensurate prices.
*Clarity — refers to the
degree to which a diamond is
free of interior blemishes or inclusions. The size and position of
inclusions affect the value of a
stone according to whether they
interfere with the passage of
light through the diamond.
*Cut — The art of cutting a
diamond is so refined that a
precise mathematical formula
was developed. It called for
most stones to be cut with 58
facets, each placed at a precise
angle to one another.
How much to spend for this
gift of love that lasts forever?
Consider the fact that most of
your purchases deprecite in
value and may not even last
over the years. A diamond, on
the other hand, has lasting
value, will always be the enduring symbol of your love, and will
surely become a family
heirloom for generations to
come. It can be remounted in
another ring, pendant or pin in
the future and enjoyed over and
over again. Jewelers of America
(JA 1 recommends a two-month
salary guideline, to get you the
biggest and best diamond that
you can afford without straining
your budget.
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Wedding errors prevented with planning
What makes a perfect wedding?
I think it's one that is everything
the bride and groom want it to be -with the understanding that they
take time to explore not only what
they want, but how to get it.
First, men and women marry at
an older age today. They still fall
in love in their teens, but they
wisely choose to wait until their
careers are established before
they -take the veil."
Many are marrying in their
mid- to late 20s rather than immediately upon graduation from
high school or college. This means
the bride and the groom are likely
to be more involved in the "planning AND PAYING" stages of a
wedding than couples were in the
past. No longer is the bride's family expected to shoulder the full
financial burden.
Second, because most brides
and grooms work and see
themselves as equal partners, yet
another social phenomenon is occurring. Many grooms expect to
be more involved in planning the
wedding.

previous marriages and divorces
that may have taken place in your
families,
The flawless wedding is possible, all right. But it "happens"
when the bridal couple knows how
to mix practical detail with the
emotional insights and special
kindnesses that will make their
wedding memorable for its
warmth.
Sound like a challenge? It is -and it will require planning. And
where better to begin than with a
short list of what to avoid.
Honest Error 1: The Forgotten
Father. This is the guy who wants
the best for everyone, whether
he's the father of the bride or the
groom, yet he is often the last to be
asked about HIS expectations for
this wonderful event.
Only after the plans have been
laid is he included -- and then it's
usually to pick up the tab.
Put Dad at the top of the list of
people to be consulted from the
very beginning. One bride's
father's only contribution to the

Cakes For
All Occasions

Today's groom has no intention
of sitting on the sidelines while one
of the most significant events of
his life is being planned.
And finally, but just as critical,
is the impact that divorce has on
weddings. I can tell you that confusion reigns as brides and grooms
try to stage happy events involving all the parents, grandparents,
step-parents and other "blended
family" members, without hurting anyone's feelings.
Some couples are fnarrying for
the second or third time, which
puts a new spin on old traditions.
Fulfilling great expectations
also means planning the details of
your wedding to consider any

Type of gifts
for each year
old tradition
Why leather for the third
anniversary?
Why crystal for the 15th?
Why silver for the 25th?
Once upon a time, says Stephen
Byer, president of the Sheffield
Plate Polish Co., a woman's "hope
chest" was meant to hold the
necessities she would need after
her wedding. Since many of these
items wore out over time, they
were replaced on designated anniversaries, he says.
Leather shoes, for example,
would be worn out by the third
year of marriage.
Silver, of course, would last
longer (if the marriage did, too).

wedding was, "Just get married
by the end of the year so you can
file joint tax returns." Good
advice.
Honest Error 2: The
Misunderstood Mom. Today's
mother of the bride is put in the
most bewildering position. Where
once she was the guardian of family traditions, wedding and otherwise, now she's likely to find
herself at the mercy of new social
situations that lead to confusion.
The important thing to
remember about that confusion is
this: It signals that a new solution
is just around the corner. Believe
me, nothing is seen more often in
today's weddings than new solutions. So settle in with your
daughter and study the options
together.
Honest Error 3: Short Shrift for
the In-Laws. This can happen easily -- forgetting to include the
groom's parents as ideas are tossed around in the early stages of
planning.
Be sure to take time to consider

made to order

the expectations of these "terrific
parents" as wedding plans fall into place.
Honest Error 4: The Bride's
Wish is EvOyone's Command.
Sorry, but reality intrudes in some
matters. The '70s and '80s may
have raised our tolerance level of
couples living together without

marriage, but it happens to have
worked both ways.
Heaven help the woman who
neglects to run the planning chart
past her husband-o-be. What if you
want to polka but he wants jazz,
you want it low-key and he wants
pizzazz?
Get the picture?
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Black tie offers options
"'Black tie' is not necessarily
a color. It's a signal to join the
party and have a great
time.. it's the hallmark of a
stellar occasion.. it's an invitation to pull out all the stops and
let yourself go." So says Harvey
Weinstein, President of Lord
West, warming up to the
pleasure of extolling the virtues
of going formal.
Weinstein
Ask
almost

anything about the fine art of
dressing to make an occasion
special. Before you know it, he
has cast a spell and you're having a ball — dancing on air —
looking great and feeling like
Mr. Big Bucks.
Weinstein has been a leading
manufacturer of quality formalwear for over 30 years and
is recognized by rental
specialists and fine retailers as

the industry's more vocal, persuasive and provocative
innovator.
Asked to comment on the
various formal options available
to men, Weinstein stated, "The
chorus line has disappeared and
men have an opportunity, like
never before, to express their individuality. Just looking at tuxedos, there are single and double breasted models.. peak,

notch and shawl collars...flap.
besom or frame pockets. The
use of faille, satin or grosgrain
trims on black, grey and subtle
striped fabrics contribute to the
creation of an infinite number of
variations. And don't forget
there are natural shoulder, soft
shoulder and square shouldered
silhouettes to flatter a man,

BRIDAL SECTION
regardless of the shape he may
be in."
It is apparent that Weinstein
is a strong advocate of options.
Just don't send him an invitation
that says, "Dress Optional". In
this instance, he believes that a
man should react positively,
assert his good taste and go.
"black tie"!
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